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Competition
Policy
and ConvergenceIs there a Need for Industry Specific
Re ulation?
The recent
Productivity
Commission inquiry
has raised
the perennial
question
in
telecommunications: is there a need for industry specific competition regulation? Telstra’s Mitchell
Landrigan argues the no case.
his paper considersthe relationship
between convergence
and
competitionpolicy, with particular
reference
to the ’Productivity
Commission’s current review of the
industry specific telecommunications
arrangements.

T

It provides an overview of the sta~e of
competition
in
Australian
telecommunications, noting that, while
competitionis strong in all sectors, there
is relatively little competitiveinvestment
in critical infrastructure, such as the
customer access network.
A number of conventional competition
policy
justifications
for
telecommunications specific market
conductregulation are considered; and it
is contended that deviation from the
Government’soriginal intent to remove
industry specific market conduct
regulation of telecommunicationsis not
warranted according to any of these
criteria. The implications of convergence
for competitionpolicy and marketconduct
regulation are examined. Rather than
demonstrating the need for industryspecific regulation, convergencesuggests
the need for e~treme caution in the
application of regulato~ instruments to
the telecommunicationsindustry.
THE CURRENT
PRODUCTIVITY
COMMISSION
INQUIRY
The ProductivityCommission
is currently
inquiringinto whetherto amendor repeal
the provisionsof the TradePractices Act
1974 (Cth) ("Act") that apply industry
specific competition regulation of the
telecommunications
industry.

Whenenacting the industry specific
arrangements in 1997, the clear and
specific policy intention of the Australian
Commonwealthlegislature
was that
industry specific regulation was a
transitional
measure, with general
competition
law to apply to
telecommunicationsas soon as possible.
In part, this was because the Parliament
realised that after a period of transition
(almost a decade now)it wouldno longer
be credible
to claim
that
telecommunications
was somehow
exceptional. Moreover, the process of
convergence was widely anticipated and
viewed as a mechanismfor ameliorating
many of the market power concerns in
telecommunications.
The effect of convergenceis increasingly
apparent. Broadcast media are now
routinely used to deliver communications
services, while telecommunications
networks are increasingly seeking to
compete in the delivery of broadcast
services. As a consequence, erstwhile
bottlenecks such as the local loop are
increasingly
facing competitive
constraints from alternative access

technologies, particularly in metropolitan
areas.
This paper addresses two key questions
confronting policy makersand regulators:
¯ does the mergingof market boundaries
between telecommunications and other
industries benefit in any way from
continuation of industry specific market
conduct
regulation
in
telecommunications? and
¯ does this developmentrequire deviation
from the Government’spath of removing
industry specific
regulation for
telecommunications?
In the author’s view, the answerto both ¯
these questions is simple: there is no
~
benefit whatsoeven
REGULATION
AND
COMPETITION
It is trite to say that regulation is only
necessary where there is demonstrable
evidence of market failure. Furthermore,
whenregulation applies, there is a need
to ensure that any potential benefits of
regulation
outweigh the costs of
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regulatory error.-" In assessing the
effectiveness of regulation, any potential
benefits
from penalising
anticompetititive
conduct need to be
measured against the possibility that
regulation may harm the competitive
process, by deterring genuine, vigorous
conduct, or penalising commercial
conduct that brings genuine, long term
benefits to consumers.
These warnings apply with considerable
force to industry specific regulatory
regimes, such as those applying in
Aostralian
telecommunications.
"Special"
laws apply to the
telecommunicationsindustry, such as an
effects-based test for market conduct
regutation; and an access regime which
sets a much lower threshold
for
declaration and subsequent pricing
regulation than the generic access regime
in Part Ilia of the Act?
STATE

OF THE

MARKET

The strength of competition in the
Australian industry points to the absence
of any policy justification for continuation
of industry specific regulation.
Competitionis strong in all sectors of the
Australian telecommunicationsindustry.
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Aastralia has more than 50 licensed
carriers. IDDprices for major streams
(eg US,NZ,UK) have fallen
approximatelyone third of their January
1998levels; national long distance tariffs
have more than halved over a similar
period; local call prices have comedown
from 25c standard price to a maximum
price of 22c GSTinclusive, with many
carriers pricing well belowthis. Average
prices for mobileservices have declined
in excess of 10%over the past two years,
while take up continues to increase to
the point that mobile penetration in
Australia represents one of the highest
rates of take up anywherein the ~vorld.
Further, manyof Telstra’s competitorsare
large, vertically integrated players, often
with marketcapitalisation far greater than
Telstra itself. For example:
Vodafuneis capitalised at about $430
billion
¯

Hutchinson Telecommunications:
$110billion

¯

C&W,parentofOptus:$70billion

¯

AAPT/Telecom
NZ: $10 billion

This comparesto Telstra’s capitalised
value of around$90billion.
Competition to date has been provided
in a variety of ways- covering the full
spectrum of resale, interconnect, use of
service providers’ owninfrastructure, and
ULLjnst becamean alternative meansof
local service provision. Facility-based
competitionhas occurredin certain areas;
for example:
¯ CBDfibre loops.
Investment by service providers on
thick transmission mutes, e.g. intercapital transmission between the
major east coast cities and to some
large regionat centres.
Investments have been made by
someservice providers in switching
equipment.
Significant investments have also
been made, and are expected to
continue, in the provision of mobile
telephony.
At the sametime, it is of someconcern
that competition for local services
continues to be provided largely on a
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resale basis. Apart perhaps from the
Cable & Wireless Optus HFCnetwork,
competing local loop infrastructure is
confined to major CBDs;and investment
by other carriers in the critical customer
access networkis not occurring at all.
POLICY JUSTIFICATION
FOR INDUSTRY SPECIFIC
REGULATION
Given the nature of competition and the
presence of well-established competitors,
it is clear that the standard policy
justifications for the telecommunications
specific market conduct regime do not
withstand close scrutiny. A number of
potential policy justifications are now
considered.
First, it may be contended that the
substantial presence of an incumbent
warrants industry specific market conduct
regulation. Yet, the existence of a largescale operation or substantial market
powerin an incumbentis no justification
for an industry-specific regime. The
general competition laws have been
specifically designed to prevent anticompetitive behaviour by entities with
substantial marketpower. Telstra’s size,
and the relative size of its competitors,
should not alter this assessment. In any
case, the general competition laws have
provided adequate protection for small
firms confronting anti-competitive
behaviour by very large firms (for
example, Queensland Wire Industries
successfully took on BHP,and Pont Data
successfully took on the Australian Stock
Exchange). In addition, Telstra’s
competitorsare not small by the standards
of Australian firms generally, and many
have substantial global financial backing.
As noted, all of Telstra’s
major
competitors are substantially ownedby
global telecommunications carriers,
including somethat are muchlarger than
Telstra.
Second,
the complexity
of
telecommunications may be used as a
justification
for industry specific
regulation. Complexity,however,is also
no justification for industry-specific
competition laws. Manyindustries are
as complex as the telecommunications
industry,
such as software and
biotechnology, and departures from the
general competition laws have not been
considerednecessaryfor thnse industries.
Indeed, the prosecution of Microsoft
Coq~orationunder a 19~’ century piece of
US legislation,
demonstrates the
effectiveness of general competition
policy, or antitrust law, in preventinganticompetitive conduct.

Third, horizontal and vertical integration
¯
are said to warrant industry specific
regulation, but these are features common
to many industries;
and indeed
characterise the businesses of manyof
Telstra’s oompetitors. Interestingly, they
¯
usually exist due to commercialdrivers
to increase efficiency, and in this sense
are pro-compotitive.
Fourth, foreclosure is said to justig, (or
necessitate) industry specific regulation.
Foreclosure is an issue of particular
concern in all networkindustries. It is
for this reason that access to essential
facilities legislation is a central part of
Australian economic regulation. Any
deficiency in the supply of access to
essential services providedby a vertically
integrated firm with substantial market
power to competitors in upstream or
downstream markets is best addressed
through an access regime and certainly
does not justify the introduction of
telecommunications-specific competition
laws dealing with anti-competitive
conduct.
Finally, the potential for predatory cross
subsidies are said to justify industry
specific market conduct regulation. Yet,
concerns regarding the scope for
predatory cross-subsidies
are not
particular to the telecommunications
industry and are adequately provided for
under the general competition law.
IMPACT

OFCONVERGENCE

In light of the weaknessof these policy
justifications, it is instructive to consider
convergence as an additional potential
policy justification for continuing the
industry specific arrangements.
Rather than increasing the need for
industry specific regulation, it is
submitted thai convergence demonstrates
the need for a very cautious application
of any form of regulation.
Convergenceoccurs whenfirms that were
previously in different markets begin to
compete in the same market, usually by
the process of technological
and
subsequent demand change. This can
occur because of the erosion of the
boundaries between what were once
distinct markets creates a single market,
or because new markets emerge that are
supplied by firms from different existing
markets. As the Productivity Commission
detailed in its recent reports on
broadcasting, convergence is occurring
between:
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Traditional broadcast markets, which
delivered content to end-userg
(essentially
a one-way form of
transport) via various broadband
media, and
Telecommunications, which allowed
end-users to communicatewith each
other (two-waytransport) over voice
circuits, a narrowband transport
medium. *

Convergence between telecommunications, broadcastingand the Internet will
reduce the extent to which parts of the
access network remain asbettlenecks and "
increase the scopefor regulatory failure.
Convergence and market power
Convergence is bringing dramatic
changes to markets that may have once
been supplied by firms with market
power. Traditionally, copper wire only
competed with broadcast media in the
delivery of information via the Interuet.
In all other cases, copper wire was
essentially in a separate marketfrom the
other media. Broadcast media did not
provide two-way communications and
could not be said to be in the samemarket
as two-way communications provided
over the telephone. Mobiletelephony to
someextent competedwith copper wire,
but in this period the two were likely in
separate markets given the different
pricing and functionality
of these
services.
As a result of convergence,the delivery
medium for broadcasting
and
telecommunications is increasingly
indistinguishable.
All the existing
electronic and electromagnetic delivery
systems - copper pair, I-I~C, LMDS
and
satellite,
and the next generation of
cellular networks - are capable of
supplying both broadcast services (oneway content
delivery)
and
telecommunications services (two-way
broadband). As such, the market power
that mayhave existed in markets preconvergenceis being eroded.
In addition, two-way broadband over
cellular systems is likely to become
available in 2002 or 2003, and new
sources of t~s~o-way broadband can be
expected to comeon line over the next
few years, including delivery from new
suppliers via LMDS,geo-stationary and
low-earth-orbiting satellites,
spread
spectrum and other innovative suppliers.
All two-way broadband systems can
deliver content traditionally broadcast, as
well as allow two-waycommunication.
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Furthermore, as market boundaries
becomeblurred and more services become
substitutes for others, firms can more
quickly obtain minimumefficient scale
in different markets by reaping new
economies of scale and scope in the
convergedtechnologies. Thus, entry into
what were once natural monopolies
becomes much simpler. For example,
CWO
could justify investing billions in
an HFCcable network because from the
same investment it could reap revenues
from the provision of Internet access,
voice telecommunications services and
subscription television services.
In short, convergence increases the
numberof alternative sources of supply,
decreases the degree to whichservices are
tmttlenecks and the providers of these
services have market power, and thus
diminishes the need for regulation.
Convergenceand regulatory failure

investment and consumption choices in
a numberof ways.It is likely to delay an
efficient shift to digital transmission
(because the regulator, having declared
analogue access, which downslream
firms rely on, mayfind it difficult to allow
the analogueaccess provider to withdraw
that service), biased investment and
consumption decisions between the
various technologies, and distort the
volumeof investment undertaken in the
industry.
Finally, regulationis not a perfectscience.
Asa result, regulation alwayscarries with
it unintended consequences. These are
likely to be particularly pronouncedin
markets characterised by unceaainty. For
example, recent work has demonstrated
that in a very simple environment open
access can be harmful or efficiencyenhancing dependingon t~vo parameters:
the degree to which fixed costs per
subscriber are higher in closed as
compared with an open access market,
and the relative competitiveness in the
6access market under the two regimes.
The paper’s author concludes:

Networkeffects

Conversely, the process of convergence
greatly increases the scope for regulatory
failure. To begin with, regulators often
ignore the newcompetitive dynamicsthat
convergence brings. Instead they
The SP [service provider] industry is
continue to regulate incumbentfirms as
changingrapidly... This makesit very
if they were no longer facing additional
difficult to determinee~actly whatthe
competitive constraints. For example,
future market structure of a standdespite the presence of CWO’s
competing
alone SP industry will be. Since the
access network and ongoing investment
success or failure of open access
in new access technologies such as LMDS
regulation
depends on that
(in metropolitan areas), access continues
hypothetical market structure, the
to be heavily regulated. Indeed, the
FCC’s "wait and see" policy seems
ACCChas recently extended such
entirel.vjusti fie d
regulation through the declaration of the
unbundledlocal loop service.
In such circumstances,regulatory caution
and even forbearance seems to have
Convergence can often result in
significant merit.
competing firms being subjected to
separate
regulatory
regimes. A
NETWORK EFFECTS,
fundamentalprecept of regulatory policy
TIPPING AND POLICY
is that regulation should not arbitrarily
have a material impact on one competing
ftrm and not on another. To do otherwise
In association with the claim that
is to inefficiently distort choice. The
convergence demands the need for
ACCCdeclaration of analogue cable
industry specific laws, the concepts of
transmissionserves to illustrate. If it is
networkeffects and tipping are said to
the case, despite the increasing number raise special issues that cannot adequately
of actual and possible sources of
be dealt with under general competition
broadcasting transmission supply, that
law principles.
Australian consumers need protection
from market power in multi-channel
Networkgoods and netxvork effects are
transmission, then Australian consumers relatively newterms in economics,7 and
are ill served by rules that are not
while there is no doubt that networks
technologically neutral.
deserve special attention in economic
analysis it remainsthe case that netxvork
It is indefensible to uniquely apply an
effects are due to phenomena long
access regime only to analogue HFC discussed in undergraduate textbooks-cable, which is neither unique nor
network externalities and economiesof
dominant among transmission modes)
scale and scope(the latler wasoncecalled
To regulate a single technology in this
joint production).
manner will inefficiently
distort
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Unfortunately, a lack of understandingof
these effects has led to unjustified claims
of possible market failure, originally
based around ideas of externalities,
augmentedby discussions of tipping and
path dependency) This section of the
paper addresses similar concerns,
including claims about an additional
reason for fear--the possible leverage of
market power by an incumbent in a
network market to emerging network
markets. This section outlines what
networkeffects and tipping are, and then
debunksthese as likely sources of market
failure in the context of the leverage
argument.

A network good increases the value
gained by purchasers as the number of
purchasersof the goodrises. This network
effect can arise in two ways and while
only one of these effects is necessaryfor
a network good, both often occur at the
same time:
On the demand-side, value to
consumerscan rise with additional
purchasers even holding prices
constant. For example, if a family
member or friend
purchases
telephone access then I get an
immediate benefit, even though I
played no part in this transaction.
This effect, called a network
externality, involves a positive
9or
spillover
externality.
Consumptionby one party benefits a
third party without any-contractual
relationship existing" betweenthem.
¯

On the supply-side of the market,
value to consumers can rise with
additional purchasers if these result
in economiesof scale and scope that
are expected to be passed on to
consumers. Such economies may be
industry-wide, as can occur with open
standards,or firm-specific,but if they
are reaped, then even a monopolist
ca~ find it prelit-maximisingto lower
prices. Of course, if firms in the
industry face competitive pressures,
then the likelihood of substantial
prices falling as costs drop is even
higher.

Network effects
cause potential
purchasers and suppliers of a good or
service to be concerned about whether
other potential purchasers have madeor
are likely to makea similar purchase.
Whenthere is a network externality,
purchasersare directly interested in how
manyother network participants there
are. The network becomesmore valuable
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as network participants rise. Again for
example, the number of people on a
telephone network matters. Ifl can call
just about anyone I know, then the
networkis more valuable to me than one
that can only be used to reach a small
fraction of these people. This can have
an important impact on decisions to
supply and to join such networks.

drivers are competing network
products, but one shows no sign of
displacing the other.
Manynetworks have an optimal size
that is quite small relative to tile
market. As a result, tipping simply
cannot occur.
Tipping is often constrained by niche
demands. Audio cassettes and tile
vinyl record co-existed side-by-side,
in part probably because in certain
niches each met different consumer
needs. CDslargely displaced records
and sapped the cassette
tape
market--a tipping phenomenon-but cassette tapes still managedto
find a profitable niche in portable
devices and in cars and also because
they were recordable. Note also, the
supply of cassettes and cassette
players
would have placed a
constraint on tbe price of CDsand
CD players if these were to be
monopolised (though they were not
as is seen shortly).

Even in the absence of a network
externality, a similar effect can occur due
to economiesof scale and scope. In such
a case, a potential purchaser does not
directly gain any benefit from a tbird
party joining the network, but the
potential purchaser knowsthat if many
people use the networkprices are likely
to fall. Indeed sometimes network
providers signal this by charging earlier
users below cost prices knowingthat as
usageincreases costs will fall belowIbis
level. In any case, the presence of scale
and scope mean both suppliers’ and
potential customers’ decisions will be
strongly influenced by beliefs about
networkparticipation, that is, about how
manycustomers are likely to join.
Tipping
Whenmarket participants are concerned
about participation rates, a phenomenon
called tipping can take place. Tipping
occurs when the number of cuslomers
purchasing a network good reacb a
critical mass. At tiffs peint demand
begins
to strongly favour this network good,
often at lhe expense of competitors. A
classic example of tipping was tbe
compelition which occurred between the
VHS and Betamax formats. Despite
Belamax’s 2 year bead start, within 5
years of its USlaunch VHSbecame the
dominant consumer-market taped video
°standard?

Even when tipping occurs it typically
presents no competitionlaw concerns, for
at least two reasons:
The process of tipping can also take
so long il becomesirrelevant.
Tipping, even whenit occurs rapidly,
does not itnply the emergence of
monopolist or even market power.
Inslead standards can emerge. For
exalnple, CDs and CDplayers are
produced
by a plethora
of
nmnufacturers. VHScassette tapes
and players provide a similar
example in recorded vidco. GSMis
the major mobile telephony standard
in most countries in the world, and
in manyplaces has virttmlly replaced
analogue service.
However,
competition
in GSM equipment
manufacluring has flourished as it
has where it was allowed in the
supply of mobile service. Indeed in
all cases it is arguable that it was
exactly the willingnessof the relevant
patent owners to committo an open
standard and reasonable licensing
termsfl~at allowedtile tipping to take
place." A similar story can be told
about computerplatforms, ~2 and the
CBS/RCA colour
television
standards war in the 1950s where
such a war is repeating itself today
between digital
television
slandards/~

Tipping need not occur and if it does it
may not raise regulatory concerns
It is importantto realise that tipping is
not an all powerful force, nor is it
necessarily rapid or a particularly
powerful dynamic, and even wi~enmarket
dominanceoccurs tiffs maynot imply any
market power on the part of supplying
firms. Networkgoods do not necessarily
result in tipping, and even whentipping
occurs, tipping typically does not create
policy concerns.
Tipping need not occur simply because a
product is a network good. There are
several reasonsfor this:
Competingnetworks can exist sideby-side. Phillips and fiat-head screw

In short, dlercfore, networkeffects do not
automatically imply tipping, and tipping
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does not imply the emergence of a
dominantfirm-indeed the opposite is not
CONCLUSION
This paper has considered whether
deviation from the Government’sintent
of removal continuation of industry
specific market conduct regulation is
justifiable in view of convergence. The
answer this paper provides is that
convergence demands a very cautious
application of regulatory instruments; and
that convergence itself provides no
justification for the continuation of the
industry specific market conduct
provisions in the Act.
Moreover, rather than fostering the
natural evolution of potentially
competitive
convergence between
telecommunicalionsand other industries,
there seems to be every likelihood that
such inst mments
will perpetuate artificial
industry distinctions betweenindustries
and ultimately inhibit the benefits to
consumers that convergence may
otherwise bring. Since convergence, by
definition, both blurs the boundaries
between industries and strengthens the
competitionbetweenthem, it is vital that
regulation not inhibil the compelitive
benefits tbat convergencecan achieve.
This paper bas identified two further
important
principles
of general
application.
First, convergencenarrows the scope of
the curreut regulatory regime, if applied ¯
correctly. The effect of convergenceon
reducing
market power in the
telecommunications industry, coupled
with the increased scope for regulatory
failure, strongly suggests that regulation
should be tightly constrained. Reductions
in the numberof sources of market power
and the uncerlainties associated with any
intervention necessilate regulatory
forbearance.
Second,the uncertainties associated with
tile processof convergence
necessitate the
maintenance of a high degree of
fiexibility in the services that are subject
to tbe telecommunications regime.
Detailing in. legislation the specific
services that are to fall within the regime
runs the risk of locking in regulation of
services that are increasingly subject to
competitive disciplines.
1 In considering
these
issues,
it is assumed
that
there
is a legitimate
roleforaccess
regulation
of
essential
telecommunications
services,
such
as
PSTN
andthelocalloop.Thatis, it is not
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contended
that there shouldonly be general
marketconduct
regulation(say, undersection46
of theTrade
PracticesAct) to regulatethe terms
andconditionsof supplyof accessto essential
services.Thecentralcontention
of this paperis
that, with suchregulationin place,convergence
does
not providea convincing
policyjustification
for the applicationof anyadditional industry
specificlaws.
2 Thecostsof regulatoryerror include the
potential deterrent effect of regulation on
competitiveconduct,SeegenerallyLandrigan
M.
& Warren
T,, Adn~’nisb’ative
costsanderror costs
in marketconductregulation:twocasestudies,
7(3) (2000) Competition and Consumer
Law
Journal224..239.
3 For a discussionof the ACCC’s
applicationof
the accessregimein Part XICof the Act to
telecommunications,
see generallyWarren
T. &
LandriganM. (2000), TheLongTermInterests
of EndUsersor CompetJtora?,
paperpresented
to Industry EconomicsConference, UNSW
Graduate School of Economics and
Management,
7 July 2000.
4 Formore
detsi| onthesetechnologies
endtheir
commercial
supplysee Little, RalphandWong
Regulation and convergence of the
telecommunica~bn
andcontentindustt~esNECG
Papers,November
1999,pp. 3 andbeyond,which
has an Australianperspective, andSpeta,J,
Handicapping
the Racefor the Last Mile?: A
Cdb~lueof OpenAccessRulesfor Broadband
Platfom~s
YaleJournalof Regulation
VoL17(1)
Winter2000.
5Satellite coverage
dominates
the reachof H FC

cablein Australia. Cableis also sharplyless
flexible thanbothsatellite andfixed wireless,
having very few alternative uses. It has an
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over both in that ~t doesnot needa
lineof sight.
6 Hogendorn,C. BroadbandIntemet: Open
AccessTPRC,24-25 September
2000.
7 Katz, MLand Shapiro, C (1985) Network
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B Uebowitz,
SJandMargolis,SE(1994)Network
extematity: an uncommon
tragedy, Journal of
Economic
Perspectives,
8 (2), Spring,133-50,
9 LiebowitzandMargolisuseslightly different
language,For thema networkexternality is a
network
effect that leadsto market
failure. I use
the termto mean
a standard
ex~ercality,but one
that arisesdueto joining a network.Asis well
known,but often forgotten (see Liebowitzand
Margolis, t994"), the merepresenceof an
externalitydoesnot leadto market
failure, Most
externalitiesareinfra-marginal,
that is, theydo
not effect choiceat the margin,andhence
donot
leadto inefficient outcomes,
Forexen~ple,the
networkexternality associatedwith telephone
subscription
canonlycause
market
failure if it is
optimalfor someone
to subscribe
to the network
but theydohOE
Whileanexternalityexists when
a person
makes
a choiceto subscribe
(sincethird
part ies benefitfromthedecision)
nomarket
failure

occursbecause
the optimaldecision-subscribe
- is made.
10 Liebowitz,SJandMargolis,SE(1995)Path
dependence,
locked-inandhistory, Journalof
Law,Economics
andOrganization,11 (1) 205226,at 221,Thispaperalso notesthe visualand
audioquality of the Betamax
tapeswereonly
marginallybetter thanthe VHS
format,but that
the longerrecordinglength of the VHS
format,
andJVC’sability to partner with large VHS
recordermanufacturers,
werekeyin the success
of the VHS
standard.Seealso Sutton,J (1998)
Technology
andMarketSt/ucture: Theoryand
History,MITPress,at 103.
11See,for example,
Sutton(1998,at 412,note
5) on VHS; Garrard, GA(1998) Ceflular
Communications: Worldwide market
Development,
ArtechHouse
Publishers,164if,
on GSM;andBresnshan
andGreens(sin,1999,
on computer
platforms,
12 l~resnahan,TFandGreenstein,S (1999)
Techndogica/
competition
anthe structureof the
computerindustry, Journal of Industrial
~conomics,
47 (1) March1-40, at 3 andpassim.
13Shapiro,C. and~arian,H. (1999)Inforrna~on
Rules,HarvardBusiness
SohoolPress:Boston,
Massachusetts,
at 214andpassim.
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Competition
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Competition in Cor verging Markets
In our second article
Peter Waters examine

T

dealing
with telecommunications
competition
regulation,
Dan Lloyd
the phenomenon of convergence
in shaping regulatory
policy.

he hype generated in the capital

markets and ,,the
press over
"convergence
seems to be
infecting regulators and policymakers.
Policy decisions are increasingly based
on the promises of this phenomenon.
It is undeniable that convergence of
electronic communications industries is
not only proceeding, but delivering very
real outcomes and benelits for consumers.
The digitisation
of cmnmunications
technologies has, for example, enabled
greater inter-operabilily and intelligence
of networks and end-user devices. This
has allowed consumers to receive email
via their mobile phone, to listen to the
radio on their PC, or run broadband data
systems over their ordinary copper
telephone line.
However, when dealing with "converging
markets", analysls and policy-makers can
mistakenly assume that convergence is a
coherent, uniform process; overestimate
its pace; or assumethat it is an inherently
pro-competitive
process. This overly
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simplified view of convergence can lead
policymakcrs:
To abandon sector-specific regulation
in favour of generic "lowest corn mon
denominator" schemes covering
telecommunications,
media,
broadcasting
and information
lechnology;
To employ increasingly wide market
definitions, and.d~us underestimating
incumbents’ market power;
To confuse the convergence
of
technologies,
industries
and
net;vorks with the convergence of
markets; or
To ignore the very real potential for
anti-competitive
conduct that some
forms of convergence exhibit
particularly the expanded scope for
cross-market leverage.
These misplaced
assumptions
have
potenlially
serious consequences for
compelilion
in converging markets,

and

especially
for continuing effective
regulation
of vertically-integrated
incumbents. It is surprising, therefore,
that this fundamental policy shift has not
been preceded by a comprehensive
examination
of the fundamentals
of
convergence: Whatexactly is it? Howfast
is it proceeding in different markets?
What are the actual
regulatory
implications
of different
forms of
convergence, and at different times?
DEFINING
AND
=UNPACKING"
CONVERGENCE
Much of the confusion surrounding
convergence arises from the fact that the
term "convergence"
is not used to
describe a single homogenous process,
bul a range of processes operating at a
variety
of levels.
In making
recommendations about bow to regulate
converging markets, policymakers often
rely on generic definitions of convergence
which amount to little
more Iban "we
knowit when we see il". A recent expert
report prepared for the New Zealand
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Ministerial
Inquiry
into
Telecommunications,
for example,
recommended
against the introduction of
a telecommunications-specificregulatory
regime, primarily on the basis of
convergence, on liltle more than the
following assertion:

hand, emerges where services
continue to be delivered over their
traditionally separate platforms, and
continueto be used separately, but are
marketed, priced and billed as a
single retail package. For example,
fixed telephone and pay TVaccess
offered as a single, cut-price package;

"Convergence is a desirable
phenomenonbecause of its abili~ to
increase the level of competition in
the market.., convergenceis not only
a substitute for regulation, it is a
phenomenon that can be placed at
risk by regulation.’’~

new converged services emerge
where new technologies
and
functionality are used to develop
entirely new services, which mayor
may not substitute for existing
services.
For example, unified
mailboxesthat operale over a variety
of networks; and

It is also often assumed that the term
"convergence" inevitably denotes the
convergenceof markets, and is therefore
unquestionably a wholly pro-competitive
force. Indeed the terms "convergence"
and "competition" are increasingly used
as synonyms:

the com,ergence of markets, on the
other hand, is a quite distinct
development which involves the
development of services to such an
extent that they becomegenuinely
substitutable for other services, as far
as both suppliers and consumersare
concerned, so that two previously
separate markets have effectively
mergedinto one. For example, it is
often claimed that HFCcable and
xDSL over copper are fully
substitutable
in the market for
broadbandInternet services.

"Convergenceincreases competition,
indeed by definition it does so by
bringing different
industries
together -2
Whenthese generalisations are examined
and "unpacked", convergence appears to
be comprised of a number of distinct
forms and trends:
network
level
technolog.v
convergence, for example, involves
the merger of underlying transport
technologies(eg circuit-sxvitcbed and
packet-switched networks), such as
the migration of circuit-switched
voice networks to packet-switched
data networks;
gateway convergence, ou lhe other
hand, involves separate services,
usually
delivered
over one
transmission pathway, which are
accessed by Ihe customer through a
single user interface. For example,
access to voice telephony and e-mail
via the same mobile handset;
service convergence involves the
delivery of multiple services through
a single "pipe" to the customer,such
as pay TVand Inlernct over xDSL:
substitutional service com,ergence
eraerges where an existing service
"encroaches" on a separate existing
service and becomessubstilutable for
that service. For example,the gradual
emergence in some markets of the
substitutability of tnobile for fixed
voice services;

There are obvious dangers associated
with assumingthat the first six forms of
convergence outlined above inevitably
mean the last-convergence of markets, m
critical
omission in analysing
convergenceoften lies in the failure to
undertake a careful examination of the
substitutability of services, and to inform
this assessment with a thorough
consideration of demandside factors howcustomers use services - as well as
supply side factors
such as the
transmission technologies used to deliver
services. If services remain merely
complementary or additive and not
substitutable, it is a clear indication that
markets have not yel converged, allhough
other forms of convergencemaywell have
taken place.
THE PACE OF
CONVERGENCE
There is no doubt that all forms of
convergence, as outlined above, ,,viii
eventually be significant drivers of
change in telecommunications markets
throughout Anslralia and the world. The
pace at which each form of couvergence
is proceeding is, however, another
fundamental issue that policy-makers
mnst cometo grips with.

There are many examples of overenthusiastic predictions of the pace of
various forms of convergence. In 1982,
for example, the UK Minister for
Information and Technologypredicted
that "by the end of the decade multichannel cable television
will be
commonplace countrywide.... TI/ will
be used for armchair shopping,
banking, calling emergency services
and many other services. " Over 20
years later, this is still not a consumer
reality, indeed it maynever happen?
There are continuing signs that various
forms of convergenceare proceeding far
more slowly than is predicted or
assumed. Manydot.corns, for example,
which were expected
to shake
traditional
media
and
telecommunicationscompaniesto their
Old Economy foundations,
have
collapsed in recent months. Digital
Entertainment Networks, one of the
largest new "converged" businesses,
whichplanned to distribute interactive
television
over cable and xDSL
networks in the US, claimed that it
would put the "boob tube zombie
television" out of business. It recently
filed for bankruptcy. Events such as
these led the president of the Interactive
Properties Groupat AOLto renmrkthat
"to date digital entertainment has been
TM
a "failure
As a UKconsultancy has commented:
"The overall picture is complexand
uncertain.
In some instances
com,ergence has already occurred
but the true erosion between
separate markets has still not
happened. In other instances,
convergenceis either beginning to
happen now or can be envisaged
but, once again, it is difficult to
foresee the genuine meeting of
previously separate markets. A
review o f forecasts for various
convergent products and services
made five years ago and compared
to what has actually happened
illustrates the difficul~, for anyone
to predict the eventual form of
com,ergence... Ourview is that, for
the most part, the drivers of
convergence
develop
over
generations(particularly in the case
of infrastructure, wealth, skills and
attitudes.) not year by year’’~
Regulatory decisions must be built upon
careful and thorough examinations of
the forms of convergence in question,
and the pace at which they are

¯ bundled com,ergence, on the other
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proceeding in the market in question.
Otherwise regulators risk applying the
right policies at the wrong time with
potentially detrimental results for
competition in communicationsmarkets
and consumers of communications
services.
THE ANTI-COMPETITIVE
IMPLICATIONS
OF
CONVERGENCE
It is tempting to regard convergence,
regardless of its particular manifestation
or the pace at whichit is occurring, as a
panacea for competition concerns in
communications
markets. At first glance,
convergence appears not only to foster
competitionby lowering barriers to entry
for newentrants, but also to facilitate
price competition and innovation from
whichflow a range of consumerbenefits.
It is easy, therefore, to assumethat it is
therefore not only safe to roll back
industry-specific regulatory regimes, but
that it is imperative to do so since
indnstry-specific regulation wilt inhibit
~
the process of convergence itself.
Incumbent telecommunications,
broadcasting and media companies have
encouragedthis view of convergencefor
obviousreasons - it allows themto escape
sector-specific regulatory controls on
their exercise of marketpower.
Convergence clearly does have procompetitive effects on electronic
communications
markets.
The
convergence of services, for example,
allows operatorsto detiver a widervariety
of services over the same network. This
facilitates entry by increasing potential
economiesof scope for newentrants. But
this does not necessarily mean that
convergence is inherently
procompetitive on balance, as the following
examination shows.
The economies of scope a new entrant
derives from convergence must be
weighedagainst the economiesof scale
and density the incumbent operator
derives from its existing narrowband
PSTNservices and networks. The fixed
costs of the incumbent’s network have
been spread across a long time peric~t, as
well as a large numberof customers and
calls. Theincumbentis therefore able to
serve customers at a much lower
incremental cost, and has few incentives
to intercetmect with the entrant’s network
since this wouldallow the entrant to share
in the incumbent’s economies. These
economiesenjoyed by the incumbent are
likely to substantially outweigh the
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economiesof scope a new entrant derives
on its ne~vly built digital network?
Once the incumbent begins to offer
broadbandservices over the copper local
loop using xDSL technologies
the
situation will becomemoredifficult for
entrants using any network since the
incumbentwill enjoy the same economies
of scope in broadband services as new
entrants. The incumbent can "marry"
these economies of scope from new
services with the existing powerful
economiesof scope, scale and density it
enjoys on that copper network.
Convergence also offers many new
opportunities for incumbentsto leverage
their market powerin new ways and into
new markets. The potential for anticompetitive cross-market leverage in
converging industries
was clearly
identified by the ACCCas a basis for
rejecting the proposed Telstra/OzEmail
merger.8 As the ACCC
recognised, it is
no accident, that Australia’s verticallyintegrated
incumbent
telecommunications operator is also the
largest Internet ServiceProvider, and tlmt
this pattern has been reproduced in most
other developed markets.
The networked nature of electronic
communications markets makes thera
particularly sensitive to such leverage.
Economictheory has recognised that in
manyhigh technology industries there is
a "tipping point", where an operator
reaches a particular market share which
allows network effects, in the form of
posilive and negative feedbackcycles, to
rapidly accelerate that operator’s market
share growth at the expense of
competitors and consumers:
"... if technologF
is on a re~I, as is the
lnternet today, positive feedback
translates into rapid growth: success
feeds on itself This is a virtuous
qvcle.... "’~
In networked industries, therefore,
companies can quickly
achieve
dominance,and the stone processes which
allowed it to do so ensure that their
market dominanceis unassailable:
"... [A company] once it achieves
dominance
through
network
e~ciencies, can preclude competition
for extended periods .... Once a
network monopolyis in place, it is
often a simple matter for the
monopolist to exclude would-be
challengers.

A pattern of tipping has been exhibited
repeatedly in the high technology
markets, for examplethe video recorder
market; the computer hardware market
and the computer software market. In
each case, a company that gained a
significant initial edgecrossedthe tipping
point and grewexponentially to arrive at
a position of unassailable dominance.
The Microsoft case combined the
dynamicof tipping in a new market with
the exercise of cross marketleverage from
a dominant position in an adjacent
market. Similar combinedrisks of tipping
and cross market leverage arise in the
telecommunications industry between
traditional voice telephony markets and
new services markets, such as the
Internet, and were at the core of the
ACCC’s
decision not to clear the TelstraOzemail merger. Such tipping occurs
rapidly in telecommunications markets
due to low marginal costs and rapid
distribution.
Some of the forms of
convergence outlined above exacerbate
this problem by allowing incumbent’s
easier access to, and leverageinto, related
markets.
The incumbent’s main source of leverage
re~nains the copper local loop. New
tec!mologies, such as .’~DSL, have given
th4 copper a new "lease of life" which
makesit the mostlikely candidate for the
primary delivery clmnnel for converged
services. As the European Commissioner
responsible for communications has
remarked this will remain a key
competition concern for some time:
"High telecoms prices are a major
factor explaining Europe’s low
Internet penetration, and the shorter
connection times oflnternet users.
The 1998 telecoms liberalisation has
already delivered positive results on
this account.But obviously,this is not
enough. The main masonis that the
local access market is still largely
dominated by incumbent operators.
Andthis, in spile of the development
of new and alternative networks.
Access to the local loop is therefore
a p~d~gi~/e~r new ,n
entmmt~:
CONCLUSION
Whileit is easier to subscribe to the hype
of convergence, policymakers must take
a muchmore rigorous approach before
substantial policy decisions are built on
assumptions regarding convergence. A
closer examination of convergence
reveals that convergence is not a
homogenous force with a consistent
impact on electronic communications
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Internet Television and Radio Services
-The Streaming Controversy
There has been plenty of bluster
but little
legal analysis of the Internet
Raani Costelloe
provides a thoughtful
analysis of.the
legal issues.

services delivered or accessed
sing theAreInternet
lnternet
protQt~uestion:
televisionor and
radio
regulated
as broadcasting
services under the Broadcasting Sen,ices
Act 1992 (’~BSA")?
Answer: Yes and no. Yes, if they are
delivered over the broadcasting services
bands, which is the part of the radiofrequency spectrum allocated
by the

Australian
Broadcasting
Aulhority
("ABA") to broadcasting and datacasting
licensees under the BSA. No, if they are
delivered outside of the broadcasting
se~’icos bands.
This article
explains
why this
differentiation
exists and also examines
the regulation
of video on demand
services.
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streaming

controversy.

DIGITAL
TV AND
DATACASTING
A section of the Second Reading Speech
to the Broadcasting Services A mendment
(Digital Television and Datacasting) Bill
2000 relating
to lnternet
streaming
created a great amount of controversy
~vithin the lnternet industo, following the
recent enactment of the Bill. It raised
the issue of whether television and radio
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programs delivered over the Intcrnct
come within
the
definition
of
broadcastiogservice.
Withrespect to broadcastingservices, the
BSAimposes various requirements in
relation to licensing and licence fees, the
ownership and control of licences,
Australian content, advertising and
restrictions
on the times at which
particular classified programs may be
shown. Of particular importance is the
present moratoriumon the issue of new
commercialtelevision licencos until 2007
and restrictions on the issue of radio
licences. Also, it is an offence underthe
BSAto provide a broadcasting service
without a licenco. There is a concern
within the Internet industry that an
extension of the BSAto the regulation of
lnternet radio and television services
wouldeffectively prohibit the operation
of such services within Australia.
Senator
Alston,
Minister
for
Communications,
Information
Technology and the Arts, released a
statement on 21 July 2000 which sought
to clarify the Government’s position
("Statement"). On 27 September 2000,
the Minister issued a determination under
the BSA which makes it clear that
services which maketelevision and radio
programs available using the lnternet
(other
than services
using the
broadcasting services bands) do not fall
within the definition of broadcasting
service CDetermination’). However,tbe
Determination doesn’t resolve the
conceptual weaknessesin the definition
of broadcasting service which have been
exposed by new technical means of
communication.
By way of background, the type and
quantity of audio-videocontent delivered
over the broadcasting services bands by
datacasting licensees under the BSAwill
be higMyregulated. The Governmenthas
restricted datacasters from providing any
services whichare similar 1o television
and radio broadcasting services on the
basis that existing broadcastinglicensees
must be protected from new entrants due
to the costs of the upgrade to digital
broadcasting in terms of both the cost of
producing content in digital format and
the infrastructure
costs of digital
transmission. Instead, datacasling
licensees will be able to provide lnternetlike services via terrestrial transmission.
Notwithstanding the provisions in the
BSA which regulate objectionable
lnternet content, up until recently it had
not been thought that lnternet content
providers mayhave to obtain either radio
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or television broadcasting licences for
transmitting or makingavailable audiovideo content over the Internet,
particularly using Internet streaming
technology.
THE

to traditional commercial television
interests seeking to stifle competition
from all forms of new media.2 Further,
it is thought that such an attempt to
restrict locally based Internet radio and
television services Wouldbe futile given
the ready access to streaming services
operated outside Australia. The Minister
respondedto such viewsin his Statement:

CONTROVERSY

The Second Reading Speech states that:
The moratorium in the BSA on new
commercial television
services
applies to services delivered by any
technological means including the
lnternet. However,there is currently
some uncertainty whelher services
such as slreamed audio and video
obtainable on the lnternet are,
legall.v, broadcastingservices. This
is a generic issue relating to the
convergence of broadcasting with
other services, and it is therefore
proposed to refer the matter to the
[Australian BroadcastingA uthori.ty]
for their detailed consideration over
the next twelve months.

It was never the Government’s
intention to consider Internet video
and audio streaming outside the
broadcasting services bands as
breadcasting...and embark on any
new policy exercise about the
desirabdily or othern’ise of defining
streaming as broadcasting.
This episode highlights the present
uncertainty within the Governmentas to
how new forms of media should be
regulated. The ambit of the BSAhas
widenedover the past year to encompass
Internet content and the delivery of
Internet-type services over the radiofrequencyspectrum For the present time,
the Governmenthas decided that cable,
basic telephonyand digital subscriber line
("DSL") delivered Internet radio and
television services should not be subject
to the same regulation and licen~ng
requirements as broadcasting and
datacasting services. In basic terms, DSL
technology allows a greater quantity of
informationto be passed over the existing
basic copper telephony networkand is of
relevance given the limited coverage of
broadband networks and the exclusive
arrangements that are in place with
respect to cable networks.

This element of the Second Reading
Speech provoked an outcry from the
lnternet industry which saw such a line
of inquiry leading to the regulation of
Internet streamed audio and video
services
in the same manner as
datacasting services. The lnternet
Industry Association of Australia ("IIA")
warned that a Governmentfinding which
concluded that video streaming over the
Internet wasillegal underpresent laxv, or
a policy that madeit illegal, wouldcause
investmentin broadbandinfrastructure to
stall and drive Internet video content
providers offshore.~
Ultimately the Minister resiled from the
proposed twelve monthdetailed inquir),
and issued the Statementshortly after the
enactment of the Digital TVBill. The
Minister said that a non-public review
had been completed and the Government
had decided that lnternet video and audio
streaming should not be regarded as a
broadcasting service except for such
streaming which occurs over the
broadcasting services bands (ie. over the
radiofrequency spectrum allocated to
datacasting licensees and incumbent
commercial television licensees). The
Minister also stated that the Government
would consider whether any further
action is necessaryto give effect to this
position and to clarify any legal
uncertainties
under the BSA. The
subsequentDetertnination highlights that
such clarification was necessary.
Stone saw the Second Reading Speech as
evideiaco of the Government
being captive

DEFINITION
OF
BROADCASTING SERVICE
AND THE DETERMINATION
Broadcasting service
The licensing regime of the BSAonly
applies to broadcasting services. A
broadcastingseta,iceis relevantly defined
a service that delivers television
programs or radio programs to persons
having equipment appropriate for
receiving that service, whether the
delivery uses lhe radio frequency
spectrum, cable, optical fibre, satellite
or other meansor a combinationof those
m~,r~but does not include:
(a) a service (includinga teletext service)
that provides no more than data, or
no more than text (wilh or wilhout
associated still images), or
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(b) a service

that makes programs

available on demandon a point-topoint basis, including a dial-up
service," or
(c) a service, or class of services, that
the Minister determines, bF notice in
the Gazette, not to [’all within this
definition, s
The Determination
The Determination,
made under
paragraph (c) of the definition
broadcasting service4, provides that the
following class of services does nor fall
within that definition:
a service that makes available
television
programs or radio
¯ programsusing the Internet, other
than a service that delivers television
programsor radio programsusing the
broadcasting services bands.
INTERNET

STREAMING

As noted above, audio-visual content
delivered or made available over the
lnternet has until recently been thought
to fall outside the definition
of
broadcasting service because of the dialup and point-to-point nature of the
lnternet. Thatis, mostInternet users dialup to access a server and receive tile
content througl~a dedicatedline ber, veen
the user and the server. Conversely,
broadcasting services are point-tomultipoint in nature, with a broadcaster
transmitting its service in real time to a
multitude of viewers or listeners with
television or radio sets. The definition
of broadcasting service is technologyneutral to the extent that it encompasses
the delivery of services using any means
of carriage. However,it excludescerlain
types of end user-content provider
relationshipswhichtraditionally ,,,,’ere of
less mass appeal and usage such as
teletext and dial-up services.
Whatis Internet Streaming?
Internet streaming is a method of
transferring content so that it can be
processed as a steady and continuous
stream allowing the end user’s browser
to start displaying data before an entire
file has been transmitted from its source)
Theend user requires a player whichis a
program which decompresses and sends
video data to the display and audio data
6to speakers.

from a special multicasting Webserver
which sends the same file to multiple
users at the same time. 7 Multicasting is
discussed in more detail below.
The quality of the streaming experience
dependson the complexityof the content
and the type oflnternet service used. For
example, an end-user with a broadband
Internet service provider will receive
streamed content much better than an
end-user accessing its lnternet service
provider over the copper telephony
network with a standard modem.Also,
static talking head content uses less
capacity than feature film content and is
easier to receive.
Internet radio and television streaming
is in a developmentalstage, whether it
be traditional radio and television stations
re-transmitting their services or third
parties re-transmitting their services
without their consent; or entirely new
services.
Regulatory Issues
The narrow regulatory question is how
does lnternet streaming polentially
constitute a broadcasting service under
the definition prior to the Determination.
The broader regulalory and policy
question is wlretber streaming services
should be regulated in the same way as
traditional broadcasting services or in
olhcr ways.
The Narrow Regulatory Question
It could possibly be argued that Internel
streamingis a not a poinl-to-point service
due to the fact that the content, once
accessed, is similar to a traditional
broadcast in the sense that all end users
receive the transmissions in real time and
cannot otherwise conlrol their viewingof
the contenl whetheril be at the time the
content
commences or pausing,
forwarding or rewinding the content. As
noted above, live streaming may be
provided by way of multicasting Web
ser,,ers. Accordingto one diclionary of
8Inlernel lochnology,

Streamedaudio and video content can be
sent fromprerecordedfiles or distributed
as part of a live feed. In live "netcasts",
video signals can be converted into a
compresseddigital signal and transmitted
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7bday’s touters mostly are unicast,
[the] future trend is IP [lnternet
Protocol] multicast: Rather than
duplicating data, multicast sends the
same information just once to
multiple users. When a listener
requesls a stream, the lnternet touters
find the closest node that has the
signal andreplicates it. A¢ulticasting
follows
a push
model
of
communications.That is, like a radio
or television broadcast, those who
Wahlto receive a multicast tune their
sets to the station they wantto receive.

In the case of multicasting, the use~
is simply instructing the computer’s
networkcard to listen to a particular
1P address for the multicast. The
computer originating the multicast
does not need to know who has
decidedto receive it.
Whilesuch services are accessed by dialup, it is possible to characterise themas
a service that makesprogramsavailable
on a point-to-multi-pointbasis. It is also
possible that the dial-up aspect oflnternet
service access will become of less
relevance, particularly in relation to
broadband lnternet services. These
services which use Internet protocol are
"alwayson" and do not require a dial-in
connectionthrough Telstra’s local loop.
The Determination has undermined the
conceptual integrity of the definition of
broadcastingservice by not addressingthe
issue of whether Internet delivered
services are better charactcrisedas failing
outside the dial-up, point-to-point
exclusion. The implication of the
Determinationis that, but for the express
exclusion of lnternet delivered television
and radio programs which are not
delivered using the broadcasting services
bands, such services would meet the
conceptualcriteria of the definition.
For example, a datacasting licensee who
functions as an Internet Service Provider
and facilitates terrestrial transmissionof
Internct conlent to an end-user will have
to ensure that such content comeswithin
the datacasling conlent rules and does not
constitute a television or radio program..
By contrast, the same end-user could
access streamed television and radio
programsvia wire or cable lnternet access
which would be prohibited under the
datacasting service.
The Broader Regulatory and Policy
Question
The broader regulatory and policy
question was not substantially dealt with
in the Statement and Determination,
apart from the implication that the
Governmentis concerned with de facto
broadcasting over the airwaves but not
over wire and cable. The rationale for
the moratorium on new free-to-air
commercial television licences and the
creation of the restrictive datacasting
service was to allow incumbent
broadcasters to recoup the cost of the
upgrade to digital television without
advertising revenue being diluted by new
entrants.
The general policy rationale of the BSA
for regulating somebroadcastingservices
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more than others is the intention that
different levels of regulatory control be
applied across the range of broadcasting
services and Interuet services according
to the degree of influence that different
types of broadcasting services and
Internet services are able to exert in
9shaping communityviews in Australia.
It appears that the Government is
preparedto allow wire and cable delivered
Internet radio and video services to
develop largely unregulated for the time
being. Perhaps this will be revisited when
broadbandcable and/or DSLservices are
more widespread and Interuet radio and
video sorvices becoree technically more
viable and competitivewith existing freeto-air and subscription service providers.
VIDEO

ON DEMAND

Regulation under the BSA?

intervals so that a consumercould watch
the start of a programwithin a reasonable
time frame (but without the starl/stop/
forward/rewind functionality of true
VOD),would constitute a broadcasting
service because it is being delivered
simultaneouslyto multiple end users. Pay
television channels which are delivered
continuously on a point to multi-point
basis to subscribers’ set-top-boxes are
broadcasting servicos and are subject to
the BSA.
Whether DSLdelivered VODservices
becomewidespread is both a technical
and commercial issue which involves a
numberof factors including the pricing
of access to the unconditionedlocal loop;
the cost of DSL and set-top-box
technohigy; and the availability and cost
of video content within the established
industry window’s of theatrical, hmne
video, pay television and free-to-air
television release.

A related issue whichshould be discussed
in the context of the regulation of audio
and video services is whether video-ondemandservicos ("VOD’)arc regulated
by the BSA.Again, this is an important
issue given that the BSA imposes
restrictions on the numberof licensees of
certain broadcasting scrviccs and such
licences arc subject to a range of
conditions relating to owncrslrip,
Australian content and advertising.

The Telecommunications
Act 1997
("Telco Act") provides for a category
service provider called a content sere,ice
provider.

This is particularly relevant to many
businesses presently planning to offer
video-on-demand services using DSL
technologyover the local telephonyloop.
Most video-on-demand DSL business
models involve accessing Telstra’s
unconditioned local loop at local
exchanges and installing DSLtechnology
which allows end users using a set-topbox to access video content provided by
the VODbusiness.

A content service is relevantly defined
as:
a broadcasting service; or
¯
an on-line information service
(for example,a dial-up
information service); or
¯ an on-line entertainment seta,ice
([’or example,a video-ondentandseta,ice or an
interactive computer game
service... (s 15)

Pay TVoperators, whohold subscription
broadcasting and narrowcasting class
licences under the BSAand deliver their
services over broadband networks, may
conceivably offer VODservices in the
future.

A content service provider is a person
who uses or proposes to use a listed
carriage service to supply a content
service to the public (s 97(1)). Acontent
service is provided to the public if, and
onlyif, al least one end user of the content
service is outside the immediatecircle of
the supplier of the content service (s
97(2)).

A VODservice where an end user is able
to start, stop, rewind and forward the
video content would not constitute a
broadcastingservice becauseit is a service
that makes programs available
on
demandon a point-to-point basis. This
is tree VOD.
It is importantto distinguish behveentree
VODand near VOD. Near VOD, where
multiple streams of a program are
delivered to end users at staggered
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In any event, such a service wouldnot be
regulated by the BSA.
Regulation under the
Telecommunications Act

VODoperators are content service
providers for the purposes of the Telco
Act. A content service provider, as a
service provider (s 86), must complywith
the service provider rules set out in
Schedule 2 of the Telco Act or any rules
set out in service provider determinations
of the Australian Communications
Authority (s 98).

At present, there are no rules or
determinations relevant or specific to
content service providers. Notethat there
is presently some uncertainty as to
whether VODoperators maybe carriage
service providers under the Telco Act
after the recent decision of the Federal
Court in FOATELManagementPty Ltd
v Seven CableTelevision Pry Ltd.
General Classification Law
Irrespective of whetherVODis regulated
by the BSAor Telco Act, Federal and
State censorship classification laws
require that films be classified with
respect to their sale, exhibition and
advertising
CONCLUSION
The delivery of video and audio content
over new delivery
platforms
is
challenging the existing regulatory
frameworkof broadcasting laws. lnthe
past, the radiofrequency spectrum was
limited in its ability to carry analog
television and radio services. Digital
technology has practically
reduced
spectrum scarcity and increased the
efficiency of existing telephonynetworks
to deliver audio-videocontent.
Notwithstanding this, the Government
has sought t&limit the numberand type
of new services that maybe offered over
the broadcasting spectrum. However,rids
has not stopped new business models
emerging for the delivery of services
whichare similar to television and radio
over the Internet, whetherby the existing
copper network or broadband.
The recent controversy over Internet
streaming is an exampleof the tensions
between, on the one hand, the policy
rationale of traditional broadcasting
regulation and the rise of newservices
and, on the other hand, traditional
broadcasters and the Internet industry.
1 Quoted
in Anne
Davies,
Industryfearsof ban
onstreaming
soothed,
Sydney
Morning
Herald,
20July2000,
2 Forexample,
seeTomBurton,Damming
the
Intemetstream,
Sydney
Morning
Herald,21June
3 Section
6(1)of theBSA.
4 TheDetermination
is citedas DetetTnina~on
underparagraph(c) of the definition
"broadcas~ng
ser~ce
" (No,1 of 2000).
5 http://webopedie,internet,com
_ Search
"streaming’.
6 http:llwhatis.techtarget.com
_ Search
"streaming
video",
7 ibid.
8 http:l/home.t-online.de.
9 Section
4(1)of theBSA.
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The Ups and Downs of the
Revolution
Mia Gariick

provides a thoughtful

usic has long been associated
with revolutions
but the
revolution
which we are
currently experiencing is about music
itself. It is a revolution about howwe
enjoy music and howpeople make money
out of creating and selling music. At the
heart of this latest revolutionis tbe search
and swap software called Napster,
although the revolution has not been
caused by Napster per se but the attitude
which the lnternet,
and Napster,
epitomise.

M

This article explores the Napster
phenomenon
to date. It briefly discusses
the evolution of the Napster phenomenon
and then reviews the Record Industry
Association
of America’s recent
preliminary
injunction
and the
subsequent appeal which stayed the
injunction.
STUDENTS AND ARTISTS
REVOLT

analysis

of the Napster revolution.

copyright infringement (the band owns
all of its masters and songs), unlawfuluse
of a digital audio interface device and
racketeering)
Anotherband, the Tabloids, is critical of
Napster becauseof the practical effect it
says that Napster has on signed artists.
The band claims that Napster only sends
artists deeper into debt with their record
labels by cutting into record sales. The
Tabloids response has been to encourage
people to create Trojan horse files and
swap them through Napster, to frustrate
4the search and swap system.
Hov,’ever,not all artists see Napsteras the
harbinger of doom. At the same time as
Metallica was inflaming its fans, Limp
Bizkit spoke out in support of Napster
saying that Napster was an amazing way
to market and promotemusic to a massive
audience3 Rap artist Chuck D has also
6spoken out in support of Napster.
NAPSTER’S

As with many revolutions, university
students have been heavily involved with
the Napsterrevolution. In fact, universily
students have been so involved with
Napster that many universities
and
colleges around the USblocked tlreir
students’ access to Napsler in February
this year)
Students and Napster fans have also been
taking political action in defence of
Napster. In response to the university
bans, the Students Against Universily
Censorship ("SAUC") group formed
collect signatures for a petition against
the bans.~ Severalother protest sites have
appeared more recently including antifan.corn, whichcalls for boycotts against
artists who have spoken out against
Napsler.
Also, whenthe USSenate recently began
its hearings into music and copyright
laws, hundreds of students bombardedthe
Senators whowere participating in the
hearings with emails in support of
Napster.
Artists havealso beenlining tip in support
of and against Napster. Metallica
announced in April this year it was
bringing an action against Napster for

BEGINNINGS

The Napster phenomenon is about a
technologythat has evolved gradually and
continues to evolve to improvethe ability
of Internet users to locate and download
music online.
Arguably, one of the first steps towards
improvingthe ability of Interuct users to
search for and locate music online was
taken by the search engine Lycos. Lycos
developed an "MP3Search" function as
part of its website, whicb assisted music
7fans to locate MP3files on the Inlernet.
However. the MP3searehes which were
available via search engines such as Lycos
were unreliable and incredibly slow. The
ability of "MP3Search" to locate music
files waslimited to those files of whichit
becameaware, either by registration or
weborawling.
As a direct result of the frustration
experienced with Web-based search
engines such as mp3.1ycos.com, Shawn
Fanning, who had recently dropped out
of university and bad never written a
computer program before, bought a
manualabout programnfingand wrote his
first Windowsprogram. Thai program
8was called Napster.
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Napster

Napster enables a user to designate a
folder in the harddrive of their own
computer which is shared with the rest
of the world. The user then stores their
MP3files in that folder and whenthey
next log ontothe lntemet, the list of files
stored in that folder is sent to Napster’s
central servers. Other Napster users can
then search the directory at the Napster
site to locate the MP3files they wantand
go to the user’s computerwhich has the
desired file and downloadit.
Since Napster, several other programs
have been written which further improve
on the speed and reliability of locating
and swappingIvlP3 files on the Internet.
One of these programsis Gnutella which
was posted to the back pages of AOUs
website while merger discussions were
underway between AOL and Time
Warner, one of the "Big 5" record
companies. Gnutella was posted on an
AOL
sabsidiary’s pagesfor only 24 hours.
It was quickly removed when AOL
becameaware of it amid mutterings that
it was an "unauthorised freelance
project". However, during Gnutella’s
limited online life, hundreds of freesoftware fans had downloaded the
9softwareand it is nowcirculating widely.
Due to its open source nature,
programmers are able to continually
improve Gnutella.
Tbe AOLsubsidiary which developed
Gnutella, Nullsofl, was foundedin 1997
by Justin Frankel who, shortly after he
dropped out of the University of Utah,
developed Winamp, a very popular
program which allowed users to play
music in the MP3format. Nullsoft, was
acquired by AOL2 years later for
approximately$80 million in stock.
As Napster was developed to improve on
Lycos-style searches, Nullsoft developed
Gnutella to resolve someof the bandwidth
issues experienced in relation to
Napster.~° Unlike Napster, Gnutella dees
not require users to connectto each other
through a central computer. Gnutella
enables a peer-to-peer networkto develop,
basically linking users’ computers and
making the searching and swapping of
musicfiles quicker and easier.
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Napster has to date been more popular
than Gnutella precisely because it does
have a central server. Gnutella servers
change and migrate several times a day.
This meansthat a person wanting to use
Gnutella must know the numeric IP
address of a Gnutella server in order to
be able to use the application.
Already, new and varied software
programs arebeing developed which aim
to improveon both Napster and Gnutella,
such as the services MojoNation,
Scour.net (whichis currently being sued
by the Motion Picture Association of
Amerciain an aclion similar to the action
against Napste0and Free.net.
The most recent application
which
improves on Gnutella is Aimster.
Aimster combines AOL’s instant
messaging ("IM") software with
Gnutella. This new application is like a
"skin" for an AOLIM user which reads
tile lntemct addresses of"buddies"as they
come online. Buddies can then share
their music files amongst each other.
AOL has not yet commented on
~t
Aimster.
Amidst tile variety of file swapping
systems, Napster’s cenlralised server is
its mainpoint of difference and also the
reason for the current action against it.
BACKGROUND TO THE
NAPSTER INJUNCTION
The major US record companies,
including Universal, Sony, Warncrs, and
BMCcommenced an action against
Napster in December 1999 alleging
contributory and vicarious copyright
infringement. USrecord companies’oxvn
the rights to many of the sound
recordings which appear on CDs and
which are being swapped and
downloadedon Napster.
Tile rights in tile underlying songs are
owned,generally, by music publisher and
songwriter representative organisations.
These organisations, such as Frank Music
Corporation, have also brought an action
against Napster for contributory and
vicarious copyright infringement. Their
action has been joined with the record
companies’ action because the same
issues arise in both cases.
Essentially, the basis for these actions
against Napster is that Napster is
authorising copyright infringements. As
the owners of the rights in the sound
recordings,
the record companies’
members control whether and how much
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"THE DOWN~ - THE
NAPSTER INJUNCTION

a person can, for example, copy or
broadcast or transmit their recordings
over the Internet.
Publisher and
songwriter organisations can do the same
in relation to the songs which makeup
such recordings. This meansthat if, for
example, someone copies or transmit a
soundrecording over tbe lnternct without
the permission of the rightsholder, that
person is infringing copyright.

On 26 July 2000, the same Judge Patel
who had heard Napster’s motion for
summary judgement,
heard oral
arguments in relation to the record
companies’application for a preliminary
injunction. In practical terms, the record
companieswere seeking an order against
Napsterto stop musicfiles being swapped
via the Napsterservice, until its action
~
against Napster had been fully heard)

However, it is also an infringement of
copyright to "authorise" someoneelse to
infringe copyright. In other words, if you
direct someoneto infringe copyright or
if you let themdo it or provide themwith
tile facilities on whichto infringe, and
do not take reasonable steps to prevent
themfrom infringing copyright, you will
also be guilty of infringement.
Essentially, this is record companies’
complaint against Napster.
In July this year, Napsler sought to
dismiss tile case against thera on
grounds that they were similar to an ISP
and therefore came within the special
execplion provisions, also knownas "safe
harbours", of tbe Digital A[illennium
~2. The
Copyright Act 1999 ("DMCA")
DMCA
was enacted in the US to provide
specifically for copyright lav,’s as they
apply to the lnternot. Parl of the DMCA
provides that qnere conduits’ such as
ISPs, are nol liable if copyrightinfringing
material is on lbeir networks or passes
through their networks. To comewithin
this exception, an organisalion must
satisfy tbe definition of a ’service
provider’ under the DMCA
as well as
other conditions, such as removing any
material if and whenthe service provider
becomes aware that such material
iufringcs copyright.
Judge Patel of the US District Court,
Northern District, dislnissed Napster’s
motion on the grounds lhat Napstcr did
not satis~’ the elementsof the definition
of’sewice provider’ and also, because she
considered that the record companies
raised genuineissues that Napster did not
complywith lhe other requirements for a
service provider to be exempt from
infringements, namely that Napsler did
not have a policy of terminating repeat
copyright infringers.
It is against this background that the
record companies sought a preliminary
injunction to shut Napster downon the
grounds that, before a full trial of the
issues was concluded, Napster would
have 75 million users, "a user base which
would irreparably harmthe industry and
t~
drive downCDsales",

Somewhat
dramatically, the attorney for
the record companies, Russell Frackman,
openedhis argumentswith the claim that
within the few minutes it took people to
find their seats in the courtroom that
morning, 30,000 songs, the majority of
which were protected by copyright, were
~
downloadedusing the Napstcr service.
Frack~nan empbasised the historical
imporlanceof Ibe injunction, saying:
"this is just the beginning and your
honourhas the abili.ty to nip this in
"t6
the bud.
Essentially, the record companies’case
was that its members would suffer
irreparable harmif Napstcr was allowed
o con ~nue un d the’~oncluston of the
trial. The record companiesclai~ned thai
87%of all files swappedvia Napsterwere
nnauthorised copies. In conjunclion with
this statistic,
tbe record companies
estimated lhal Napster would have 75
million users by the end of Ibe year.
To be successful in tile injunction, the
record companies needed to show that
they wouldsuffer irreparable bann, which
could not be remedied by monetary
corapensation,
if Napstcr was not
stopped. The record companiesalso bad
to showthat it was reasonably likely to
winat trial.
Judge Palel found that tile record
companies were not only reasonably
likely to be successful at trial but had a
strong chance of success. She granted
the injunction and gave Napster until
midnigbt two days later to removeall
copyright material from its service.
In responseto Napster’sprotests that the
effect of such a ruling was to cause
Napster to shut downils service, Patel
commented that "You have other
substantial, non-infringing uses that you
tried to convincemeof’ and further, that
"That’s the systemyou created... ..Napster
wrote the original software, lt’s up to
Napster to write software which will
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remove the copyright material. They’ve
"~7
created the monster:
As well as making the ruling against
Napstcr, Patti ordered that the record
companies pay $5 million dollars to
protect Napster against any damageit
maysuffer in the event that the record
companieswere not successful at trial.
Napster’s arguments seem to have held
little swayfor JudgePatel. In particular,
early internal documentsof the company
supported Patel’s view that Napster not
only knewabout the infringements which
were occurring via their service but
actually encouragedand participated in
them.
A key piece of evidence for Patel in
reaching her decision was an internal
memowritten by Fanning which stated
that Napster users had to remain
anonymous because they were engaged
in copyingfiles illegally. Also, the fact
thal someNapsler executives were former
musicindustry executives, who,the judge
found, were aware of copyright laws and
knew what their users were doing but
nevertheless downloadedcopyright songs
from the Napster service themselves and
did not act to prevent Napsterusers doing
the same.
Patel dismissed each of Napster’s
defences and found that Napstcr
employees and executives knew that
direct infringement was occurring on
their ser,,ice. This madeNapster liable
for authorising the infringements because
the companyfailed to take reasonable
steps, or indeed any steps, to stop the
infringements its users were committing.
Patel also found that Napster was likely
to be guilty of vicarious infringementto
the extent that it had the ability to
¯ supervisethe actions of its users.
Napster raised a numberof arguments in
defence. The first was the decision in
what is popularly kno~vnas the Betamex
case. In Sony Corporationof ,,lmerica v
Universal City Studios, lncI~, ~ hich wus
decided on USlegal principles, the US
SupremeCourt held that Sony’s Betamex
VCRswere not illegal for two reasons
despite the fact that users were able to
use VCRsto make copies of copyright
protected fihns. The reasons for the
decision were that VCRswere capable of
substantially non-infringing uses and
becausepart of the purposeof using VCP-.s
to copyfihns was’time shifting’, that is,
makingcopies Io enjoy the programsat a
later date. Timeshifling was considered
by the court to be a "fair use" whichdid

not do substantial harm to Universal’s
interests.

out of business. Sheconsideredthat these
two arguments were inconsistent.

David Boies, Napsler’s attorney, argued
that Napster was similar to the VCR
because it could be used for noninfringing purposes. Boies cited as
examplesthe ability of users to "space
shift" their collections from CDsto their
cmnputers, to sample a CDbefore buying
it or to find out aboul and search for new
artists on Napster’s NewArtist Program.

Napster’s other defence, that it was
entitled to a fair use defencewassimilarly
given short shrift. Under UScopyright
law, a person is not liable for infringing
copyright where it can showthat its use
was fair. Fair use of copyright work is
use whichis for a"fair use" purpose, such
as criticism, comment, reporting the
news, study and research. As well as
being for a fair use purpose,the extent of
the use must also be fair. This is
determinedaccording to a non-exhaustive
list of factors having regard to the
circumstances. Seclion 107 of the US
CopyrightActsets oul these factors. They

Patel rejected this argument. She found
that Napster differed from to a VCR
because it connected to a vast numberof
people over the lnternet. It did not
facilitate
better personal use of
copyrighted material but promoted a use
which went beyond any concepts of
noncommercialor personal use.
In commenting on the New Artist
Program,Patel said that the programwas
not part of Napster’s main strategy but
something which was developed "lale in
the game" after the litigation
had
commenced.
Also, Palel posed the question thai if
Napster is capable of substantial noninfringing use, Napsler should not be
arguing that the injunction wouldput it
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the purpose and character of the use,
including whether the use is of a
commercial nature;
the nature’of the copyrighted work;
the amountand substantiality of the
portion of workused in proportion to
the x~l~oleof the work; and
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"raised substantial questions of first
impression going to both the merits
n.’’
and nthe form of the injunctio

¯ the effect of the use on the potential
market for or the value of the
copyrighted work.
It is clear from tbe wording of section
107, even without considering the cases
in whichthese fair use factors lmvebeen
applied, Ihat it would be di~ieult for
Napster to show tlmt the file swapping
which users engaged in via its service
satisfied all the conditions.

Rather than allow a fortrtal challenge to
the injunction, the Court of Appeals
expedited the hearing. Napsler has filed
its opening brief with the court on lg
Augusl, the US record companies on 8
September.

Patel said that Napstor was not entitled
to a fair use defence because the free
music which was available through
Napster wouldlead to reduced CDsales.
Users downloaded songs from Napster
~
rather than goingout and purclmsingit)

It is peculiar if the Court of Appeals
granted the stay on the basis of Napater’s
evidence that it wouldhave to close its
business. In a recent dccision, eBay, 1nc
v Bidder’s Edge, lnc.e~, the court refused
to allow Bidder’s Edgeto crawl and take
information from cBay’s site on the
groundsof trcspass saying that

Finally, Napster claimed that it was
excused from copyright infringement
under the USA udi o HomeRecording Act
19927o The Audio HomeRecording Act
was enacted to prevent unauthorised
serial copying of recordings. However,
under the legislation, an infringement
action
cannot be brought for
noncommercialdigital or analog copying
of sound recordings. However, Patel
quickly rejected this claim on the basis
of the definitions of "audio recording
devices" in section 1001 of the US
CopyrightAct. Patel said that the Audio
HomeRecording Act did not apply to
computers and harddrives,
such as
Napster. It applied to audio recording
devices, which Napster was not.
--UTNE

TheNapstercase is aboutestablishing the
principles to guide businesses about what
they can and can’t do with copyright
protected material. The record companies
are seekingto asSert that it is iLLegalto
conduct a business based on an
interference with property rights. II is
not and can not be about Napstcr users
or the wayin whichpeople enjoy MP3or
musicin the future.

UP" - INJUNCTION
STAYED

Although the news of the Napster
shutdownspread like wildfire across the
globe and, particularly, amongonline
music fans everywhere, the shutdown
never took place.
The day following the grant of the
injunction, on 27 July 2000, Napster’s
atto~eys were in the USCircuit Court of
Appealsasking that the order be stayed
(in other words,postponed)until a formal
challenge to the ruling could take place.
In seeking the stay of the injunction,
Napster claimed that it wouldbe forced
to close its services within 48 hours and
lay off 40 employeeswithin days in order
to comply with the injunction.
In
addition, Napster claimed that it would
suffer irreparable harm to its business
ill)~
reputation and customer goodw
The Court of Appeals granted the stay
giving a short decision without reasons.
The decision states that Napster

"In the copyright infringement
context, once a plaintiff
has
esloblished a strong likelihood of
success of the merits, any harmto the
defendants that results from being
preliminarily
enjoined
from
continuing [o infringe is legally
irrelevant ........ a defendant who
builds o business model based on a
clear violation of the property rights
of the plaintiff cannot defeat a
preliminary injunction by clain~ng
the business will be harmed if the
defendant is forced to respect those
~
proper(v rights".

The Napstercase will not be effective to
change the nature of the use of music
online. This is evidencedby the fact that,
within hours of the injunction being
granted, the numberof unique users of
Napster increased by 71%. It is also
evidenced by the fact that the main
webpagefor Gnutella was forced to shut
down temporarily within hours of the
injunction because of increased file
trading, ~tthoughit was hackonline later
with increased eapactty. New and
improvedfile sharing applications are
being developed each week.

Morelikely is the fact that the Court of
Appealsconsidered that the Napster case
raises serious and novel questions of law,
in particular in relation to copyright,
which nccd tobe given a full hearing.
Indeed, several trade groups such as the
ConsumerElectronics Association and
the Digital MediaAssociation have taken
the opportunity to file submissionswith
the Court on points of thc law being
~
considered in this case2
.~’.
WHAT DOES IT

ALL MEAN

The most telling commentabOut the case
against Napster was madeby the Record
Industry Association
of America
("RIAA") Senior Executive Vice
President, Cary Sherman when he said
that:
"This once again establishes that the
rules of the road are the same online
as they are offline and sends a strong
message to other that they cannOt
build a business based on others’
copyright worksu,ithout pernuss~on¯
~
(emphasis added)

Indeed, the USrecord industry admitted
tha~ its high profile attempts to stop
online music piracy were only
exacerbating the problem. Reports have
commented on users engaging in a
"downloadingbinge" in the wakeof the
injunction. Hilary Rosen,the headof the
RIAAnoted that, since the injunction"
"the illegal downloadingof copyright
music openly encouraged by Napsler
has probably exceeded
There is certainly a real danger that if
and whenNapstcr is shut down,digital
music pirates will be forced to the
"underncf’.
Uponhearing of the injunction, Napster
users posted messages to the service
lamenting the expected loss of Napster
but also encouraging Napster users to
moveto other file-sharing applications.
For example~, "Estecaz" wrote "’This is
a sad day for our communi.ty" but then
"1 encourage all of you who love this
programas L don ~ buy label music, and
go to Gnutella~". "Teilo" wrole:
"Everyone is focusing on Napste~
lVhv bother? Napster can be shut
do~’n because it is a companyand
requires dedicated servers. Gnutella
is open source and does not require
any servers, it cannot be stopped
wiihout placing individual u,rils on
the entire Inlernel communityaround
the wor/d.

Thesestatements and the proliferation of
file-sharing applications, indicates that
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the heart of this revolution is not Napsler
itself but rather the attitude of music’s
biggest consumers, the under 18 year
olds, who are highly technologically
literate
and have little
respect for
proprietary rights.
The growth of the lnternet has seen the
rise of a hacker mentality
and an
entitlement philosophy. The majority of
Internet users expect information, and
particularly music, to be free. They also
feel entitled to access such information
or music, regardless of any technological
protection
measures. This is partly
reflected in the share and swap practices
made possible
by Napster and the
popularity
of MP3. This attitudinal
change makes the outcome of the Napaler
decision fairly irrelevant on a practical
level, even though Napster epitomises this
change.
Napster also epitomises the Internet
business
model. It has been very
successful in attracting a huge user base,
22 million users, and is widely known.
However, the company has not yet earned
any revenue frmn ils service.
There is some positive fallout from the
Napster case. Through cascs such as the
Napater case, copyright laws and their
effect on the Internet and new forms of
technology are clarified.
This promotes
greater stability for business. There are
several lawsuits in the US, in addition to
the Napster case, which are currently
being brought in relation to the DMCA
which will give guidance to lawyers and
businesses about the permitted uses of
copyright protected material in the brave
new world of the Internet.

Another benefit of Napster is that it has
brought
"old economy" companies
kicking and screaming into the "new
economy". Some record companies have
been slow to embrace digital technologies
and incorporate them into their products
and businesses.
In 1998, before Napster
had been
developed,
the RIAA’s members were
only talking about the security of their
product. With the advent of Napster in
mid- 1999, the RIAA’s members could not
postpone
making their
catalogues
available in a digital format any longer.
Since Napater’s meteoric rise in fame,
three of the majors have made albums and
singles
available
for download and
numerous other online music initiatives
have been developed,
such as
Garageband.com.
On a more humorous note, perhaps the
real cause for concern in the Napster
revolution is the fact that the prime
movers of the revolution
have had
sufficient
time to create
such a
cmmnotion. It is university drop outs or,
in the case of Aimster, college trained
friends,
who have given birth to the
applications
which have realised file
search and swap serviees. It is university
students on campus, with the benefit of
state of the art connections and high
bandwidth,
who have been prime
consumers of search and swap services.
Maybe the real issue here is to make
tertiary studies more interesting with the
aim of minimising
the time which
students have to participate
in the
revolution.

John Potter, director of the Digital Media
Association
when commenting on the
current
dispute between the record
companies and webcasters, noted that:
"With copyright legislation, there are
very strong political interests and the
only way to get things through
Congressis to leave the statutes gr~v.
At the time the DMCAwas going
through Congress,
the National
Association of Broadcasters and the
Recording Industry Association
of
America agreed to support the
legislation
with the understanding
that there would be some kind of legal
confrontation between the two sides
’’3°
once the law went into effect.
With cases like the record industry v
Napater, the laws in the USare clarified,
which may offer guidance in other
jurisdictions such as Australia.
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Where to Now?
The On-line Gambling Moratorium
Lisa Vanderwai and Rebekah Cheney examine this controversial
debate. ¯
n 1996 State and Territory Gaming
Ministers agreed to develop a model
code for interactive gambling that
called for a strict licensing regime. In
the following few years, the Northern
Territory,
Queensland and the ACT
passed legislatio# that addressed, to a
certain extent, such a regime. However,
in January this year the Prime Minister
indicated that he would prefer the
banning of on-line gamingaltogether,
rather than regulating it as was the
preference of the States and Territories
and peak industry bodies such as the
Interact Industry Association ("IIA").

I

True to his word, on 17 August 2000 the
Governmentintroduced the Interactive
Gambling (2~¢oratorium) Bill 2000
("Bill"), which immediately became the
subject of muchcontroversy. The Bill
proposed
imposing
a 12 month
moratorium on file development of the
interactive
gambling industry in
Australia, beginning retrospectively on
19 May2000 and ceasing at midnight on
18 May2001. The Bill was to create a
criminal offence of providing an
Interactive Gambling Service ("IGS")
during that period, unless the service was
already being provided when the
moratorium began.
The Governmentwas, in effect, using the
Bill as an interim measure to halt the
further expansion of the interactive
gamblingindustry in Australia while it
madedecisions as to the feasibility and
consequencesof a ban on on-line gaming
services in Australia. The Bill was also
to assist in the developmentof a uniform
approach to harm-minimisation
measures, as State and Territory
Governmentshad significantly different
approachesto this issue.
However, whether the Governmentwould
have achieved these objectives through
the Bill is nowahuosl academic,as on 9
October2000the Bill was defeated in the
Senate when the Governmentfailed to
obtain a majority by a tied vote of 33:33.
The main reasons the Bill was defeated
appear to be that the Governmentfailed
to address the issue of problemgambling
itself, or recognisc that a ban on on-line
gambling may not technically
be
possible?.
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issue in light

This article examines some of tbe key
elements of the defeated Bill. It also
outlines some of the issues that were
debated in the Senate, with a view to
determining whether the Government
will, as promised,
reintroduce
moratoriumlegislation at a later date. It
also considers whether the Government
will lake a more extreme measure and
attempt to completely ban on-line
gamblingindefinitely, or, as the States
and other bodies have suggested, adopt a
regulator)’ approach.
WHAT THE BILL
PROPOSED

HAD

The definition oflGSin the defeated Bill
had four essential elements. AnIGS must
be:
(a) a gamblingservice;
(b) provided in the course of carr)’ing on
a business;
(c) provided to customersusing any of the
following communicationservices;

of the recent Senate

Some of the issues raised by this
definition are examinedbelow.
Exclusions to an Interactive Gambling
Service
There were a numberofexclusious to the
definition of an IGS:
Telephonebetting, being a gambling
service provided to customers wholly
by way of voice calls made using a
standard
telephone
service.
Customerswhohave a disability, such
as a hearing impairment, were
permitted to access COlmnunications
lhat wereequivalent to a voice call.
Services relating to options conlmcts,
futures contracts, relevant agreements
and Chapter 8 agreementsas specified .
in the Corporations Law.
Onlineshare tradiffg as it involvedthe
acquisition of contraclual rights.
Exemptedservices determined by the
Minister.
Relevant Communication Services

(i) an Internet carriage service
(a listed carriage service that enables
end users to access the Internet);
(it) any other listed carriage service
(as
defined
in
the
Telecommunications Act 1997);
(iii)a broadcastingser~Sce(as defined
by the 13roadcasling Services Act
1992);
(iv)any other content service (defined
by the TelecommunicationsAct 1997,
and provided using a listed carriage
service or a service specified by the
Minister); or
(v) a datacasting service (delivery
content in an.’,’ formto personshaving
equipmentappropriate for receiving
that contentor deliver)’ of fl~e services
using the broadcasting service bands
and the services providedin Australia
under a datacasting license); and
(d) linked in a specified wayto Australia.

An Internet service provider ("ISP")
wouldgenerally fall outside the ambit of
the definition unless it intentionally
provided the content of an IGS. Where
the ISP ’,,,’as merely carrying the
gamblingservice, it wouldnot be guilty
of an offence. Similarly, entities
prm’idingancillary services such as bill
paymentand credit provision would nol
be guilty of an offence under the Bill,
unless the provider of such services was
the content provider.
Service linked in a Specified way to
Australia
Theservice had to be linked in a specified
wayto Australia. There were tbree links
specified in the Bill.
Services provided in the course of
carrying on a business in Australia.
Services provided where the central
management and control of the
service was in Australia.
The
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2 provided
Explanatory Memorandum
with more options for on-line gambling
ever), day.
the example of a company that
provided an on-line gamblingservice,
The majority report of the Senate
such as a casino, that had its website
Committeeconceded that the moratorium
maintained
in an off-shore
jurisdiction but the principal company wouldnot restrict Australian gamblers’
current ability to accessoffshoresites, but
executives were based in Australia.
argued that "widely-held privacy and
Services provided through an agent
security concerns" about the lnternet
in Australia. The Bill provided a
wouldhinder Australians from betting on
4"dubious overseas casino sites".
special rule for the service of
However,the majority report argued that
summons or process
on body
corporatcs incorporated outside of
interactive
gambling in reputable
jurisdictions (such as the USand the UK)
Australia
that did not have a
registered office in Australia, but did
wouldprobably be limited over the next
12 months resulting
in a reduced
have an agent in Australia.
expansion of the offshore industry in
reputable jurisdictions. As a result, the
Residencyor citizenship issues were not
majority report concluded the absence of
relevant to determining whether a link
reputable IGSPs would also discourage
to Australia had been established.
most Australians from gambling on-line
Extra-Territorial Application
with overseas-based
IGSPs hence
"interim controls on the expansion of
Australian-basedlGSPs.. . will limit the
The Bill had extra-territorial application.
most like(v source for increased gambling
Any Australian Interactive
Gaming
Service Provider ("IGSP") whoprovided
activity
and therefore
problem
a service overseas wouldhave committed gambling".~
an offence. The intention, according to
the Explanatory Memorandum,was to
The dissenting Democrat report staled
pause the development
of the
that maintaining a mullifaceted harm
Australian-based interactive gambling
minimisation regulatory strategy is the
industry, whichincludes the provision of
most effective strategy against proble~u
services
to persons outside
of
Australia’. ~

gambling in Australia and claimed the.
introduction of an interim moratoriumon
interactive
gambling would not
adequately address this highly complex
social phenomenon. The Democrats
instead proposed a three month nonretrospective moratoriumthat would be
immediately
followed
by the
implementationof a national regulatory
scheme.~ This proposal was rejected by
the Senate and was not fully supported
by the Democrats- senators Lyn Allison
and John Woodleycrossed the floor to
vote with Governmentin favour of the
Bill.
Problem Gambling
Australia experiences a particularly good
reputation for consumer protection
legislation and therefore engenderstrust
with online gamblers both in Australia
and internationally.
However, lhe ALP
criticised the Bill for not providing
regulation of interactive gambling and
therefore not addressing the issue of
problem gambling.
While the
Governmentstated it was not the aim of
the Bill to regulate, merely to reduce
expansion, the Bill did not impose a

THE DEBATE
Whenthe Bill wasinitiated in the Senate,
it was immediatelyreferred to the Senate
Environment,
Communications,
Information Technology and the Arts
Legislation Committee ("Committee")
who handed down a report
on 4
September 2000. The CommitteeReport
("Report") consisted of a majority report
endorsing the Bill, accompaniedby tv,’o
dissenting reports by the Australian Labor
Party and the Australian Democrats.
Someof the issues raised in the Report
and debated in the Senate prior to the
defeating vote are discussed below.
On-line gambling pushed off shore
The ALPand the Democrats argued that
a moratoriumwould not address problem
gambling and would encourage
Australians It use international IGSPs,
which often operate in a less regulated
environment
with few harmminimisation measures. In a submission
by Lasseters Online, statistics were
introduced stating that the number of
international IGSPsis growingby around
20 per week in line with increased
consumerdemand,providing Australians
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requirement to explore the feasibility of
the regulation of IGS (as distinct to
exploring the feasibility of a ban) or to
implementa frameworkat the end of the
moratorium. The absence of this
regulation
"damages Australia’s
international reputation for effective
consumer protection laws and strong,
workable gamblingregulations.".7

not have stopped an increase in gambling
opportunities but would cerlainly have
adversely affected e-commerce,thereby
resulting in a doubleloss for Australia.
CONCLUSION

The defeat of the Bill raises a numberof
questions. It is apparent that following
the defeat, there maybe a spate of new
on-line gamblingsites. Doesthis reiterate
Overseas IGSPs bannedfrom Australia
the argument that the proposed
The definition of a specified link to
moratorium was not assisting problem
gamblers, only adversely affecting eAustralia in the Bill (as discussed above)
commerce?Will the Governmentrealise
in conjunction with its extra-territorial
its threat of reintroducing moratorium
application meant that the Bill applied
legislation, or will it movemoredirectly
to interactive gamblingoperations not
towards legislating for an absolute ban?
wholly based in Australia, and to
If so, howwill the States and Territories
Australian companiesproviding services
respond? Despite the governmentalsplit,
in other jurisdictions. Themajorityreport
given that national attention has now
argued that this was to ensure
been focussed on the short falls of any
organisations wouldnot be in a position
banning legislation, the Govermnenthas
to shift their Internet service to an
probably missed its only opportunity,
offshore server whilst continuingto offer
unless it significantly refocuses the
services in Australia, as has beenthe case
in someinstances with the Government’s impactof any future bills.
schemefor Internet content regulation)
On-line gambling can not easily be
The Committeealso argued that for tbe
banned, despite Minister Alston’s
sake of "consistency",
Australian
statement "1 have seen at least three
companies should not be allowed to
experts who explained to me in very
provide to persons in other jurisdictions
cogent detail precisel.v how[banningonservices that are classified as illegal in
line gambling~l could be done, and it
Australia. In contrast Publishing and
sounds very simple to me". Minister
Broadcasting
Limited
Gaming
Alston was in fact referring to enacting
Management Pty Ltd argued in its
legislation to require ISPs to block all
submission that "it is for foreign
access to every on-line gambling site.
governments,rather than Australia’s, to
Senator Lundy of the ALPargued that
determine foreigners’ access to the
9Internet".
not only would a complete ban not
address Australia’s gamblingaddiction,
but because of constant developmentsin
Impact of the Bill on e-commerce
technology, it is not technically feasible
in the long term.
Regulation is in line with Australia’s
strategy for developing and encouraging
In the meantime,the industry is arguing
e-commerce in Australia. The Senate
that the e-comlnerce opportunity cost is
Committeereport notes that Australia’s
significant as investment is slow during
reputation provides Australian IGSPs
this lime of uncertainly, and community
with a significant market advantage over
theirintemational competitors. However, groups are reiterating the urgent need for
harm minimisation measures for problem
the IIA advised that imposing a ban,
gamblers.
wouldresult in a numberof Australianbased organisations movingoverseas.
Currently. the online gamblingindustry
is subject to a degree of regulation that
In spite of the impact on society of
varies between State and Territory
problem gambling, the export income
govermnents. However, it is clear that
from gamblers overseas that do use
the industry favours strict regulation
Australian on-line gamblingsites will
benefit Australia. While the Government coupled with "a federal legislative
frameworkworked out cooperatively with
has argued any "potential negative
the States including codesof practice for
economicimpacf’ wouldbe"offset by the
sporting organisations to ensure that
needto ensure A ustralians are not subject
match fixing, point sharing and insider
to the potentially adverse effect of
information are addressed"." Indeed, at
increasedgamblingopportunities. ,,,to it
the time of writing State and Territory
would appear that a moratorium would
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regulators have come full circle from
1996 and met in Darwin on 27 October
2000 to discuss the implementation, yet
again, of player protection standards by
adopting a uniform national code. In
principle, sucb a codeis supportedby the
IIA and the Australian
Casino
Association, but whether the bickering
States and Territories can unite to create
a workablesystem before the Government
makes its next move to ban on-line
gamblingis questionable.
I NorthernTerritory - TheGaming
Control
Amendment
Act 1998; Queensland
- The
InteractiveGambling
(PlayerProtection)
Act
1998;
Australian
Capital
Territory
- TheInteractive
Gambling
Act1998;Victoria-TheInteractive
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Bill t 999.
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(Moratorium)
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Alston,SenateDebate.
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9
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2000,p17994.
5 Senate
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Repod,
p6.
6 interactiveGambling
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Bill 2000,
Report of the Senate Environment,
Communicatio~s,
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andthe
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Democrats,
Dissenting
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Stott
Despoja.
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Lundy,12,57pm
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Racial Hatred
Provisions Applied
to the Internet
Michelle
Hannah examines a landmark case before the
Commissionand its implications on the on-line industry.

n a significant decision for on-line
racist hate material, the Human
Rights and Equal Opportunity
Commission ("Commission") recently
ordered that materials on the website of
a South Australian organisation be
removedon the basis that they were an
unlawful breach of the racial hatred
provisions of the Racial Discrimination
Act 1975 (Commonwealth) ("RDA")~
The Commission also ordered the
organisation to post a detailed apology
on its homepage.The case is the first
finding of unlawful racial hatred in
relation to materials published on a
website in Australia.

I

Jeremy Jones, the Executive Vice
President of the Executive Council of
Australian Jewry, lodged a complaint of
racial hatred under the RDAagainst
Frederick Tobenon behalf of the Adelaide
Institute in relation to material published
by the AdelaideInstitute on its website.
The complaint alleged the material
published constituted "malicious antiJewish propaganda".
Under the RDA,material published in
public will breach the racial hatred
provisions where it is reasonably likely
to offend, insult, humiliateor intimidate
another person or group of people and is
published because of the race, colour,
national or ethnic origin of the other
person or someof or all of the people in
the group.

Human Rights

this case that placing material on a
website which is not passwordprotected
and is"genemlly available to anyone who
can access an lnternet connection" is an
act "done in public" demonstratesthat the
P,~DAprovisions are broadly applicable
to websites and those whopost material
on them. Commissioner McEvoyfound
that publishing material on such a site is
"equivalent to publishing material in a
newspaper".
Password protected websites could also
fall within the scope of the RDA
provisions given that allowing access by
invitation only or through paying a fee
does not prevent an act from being a
public one. Factors such as the number
of subscribers to the site, the purposeof
the site and the connection between the
subscribers to the site would all be
relevant to determining whelber or not a
passwordprotected site wouldalso fall
within the realm of a "public place".
The position of Intmnet sites is unclear.
It mightbe that these sites are sufficiently
private to avoid the racial hatred
provisions
of the RDA. However,
whether or not this is so woulddepend
on the purposeof the Intranet, the number
of subscribers and whether or not there
is a sufficiently close tie between the
subscribers to argue that the material was
publishedprivately.

A question which is likely to cause
significant argument in some similar
cases, but wasnot an issue in this case, is
In this case, the Commission
found it was
that of liability. In this case the question
apparentfromfl~e content of the materials
was not debated as the Respondent, Dr
that they werepublishedto offend, insult,
Toben, acknowledged that he was
humiliate and intimidate membersof the
responsible for the offending material
Jewish community.
being posted on the website. However,
Howeversuch material will only offend
this question maybe an issue in matters
the racial hatred provisions of the RDA where membersare able to directly post
if it is madeavailable in a public place or
material on a website of their ownaccord.
communicated to the public. The
The question of whether or not the host
Commission’s fundamental finding in
of a site could be liable for publishing
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and Equal Opportunity

material which amountsto racial hatred
also remains unanswered.
BROADCAST-TYPE
SCRUTINY
In someways, the Commission’sfindings
bring website materials under the kind
of scrutiny previously reserved for
broadcasting services.
For example, under the industry codes of
practice
for commercial radio
broadcasters
(the FARBCodes), a
commercial radio licensee must not
broadcast a programwhich is likely to
incite or perpetuate hatred against or
vilify any person or groupon the basis of
age, ethnicity, nationality, race, gender,
sexual preference, religion or physical or
mental disability. It is also a condition
of commercial radio broadcasting
licences that a broadcast se~wice not be
used in the commission of an offence
against another Act. Similar provision~
apply to commercial television
broadcasting licensees.
The reason that commercial television
and commercial radio are highly
regulated forms of media is that
traditionally, they havebeen regarded as
"influential".
The regulatory policy
stated in the Broadcasting Services Act
1992(the BSA)is that "different levels
of regulatory control be applied across a
range of broadcastingservices according
to the degree of influence that different
types of broadcasting services are able
to exert in shaping communityviews in
Australia". Content on Internet sorvices
is only regulated in relatively extreme
cases under the BSA(under Schedule 5).
The Commission’s finding may be an
early sign that certain website content
maybe morescrutinised by the regulators,
whetherbroadcasting or otherwise, in the
future.
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DEFENCES
This determination also indicates that
ensuring material posted on a website is
not defamatorywill not necessarily ensure
that the material does not fall foul of the
racial hatred provisions of the RDA.The
Respondentin this matter did not attend
the hearing, however,prior to the hearing
he indicated that he relied on the truth of
the documents as a defence to the
publication. Tbe Commission, without
accepting that the contents of the
materials were true, madeit clear that
truth alone is an insufficient defencc to
the provisions, The standard NewSouth
Walesdefencc to defamationof truth and
public interest might not be sufficient to
provide a defencc to a publication which
is alleged to amountto racial hatred.
The RDAsets out the only bases for
materials which wouldotherwise amount
to racial hatred being exempted.Broadly,
the materials must fall into one of the
following categories:

¯

A performance,exhibition or artistic
work;

¯

A statement, publication, or debate
for genuine academic, artistic,
scientific or public interest; or

¯

A fair and accurate report or
comment on a matter of public
interest as long as the comment
is a
genuine belief held by the person
making the comment.

However in each case the Commission
recognises that there is an "overarching"
requirementthat the publication, workor
commenthas been made "reasonably and
in goodfaith". As it did in this case, the
CommissionCan draw a conclusion as to
whether an act is done reasonably and in
good faith based on the nature of the
commentsmade in the publication. The
Commissionfound that in this case the
highly inflammatory and offensive
comments,as well as the links to hate
sites, undercut any arguments that the
publication was made reasonably and in
goodfaith.

ORDERS
The Commissionhas very broad powers
to deal with material amountingto racial
hatred. They include ordering that the
material be removedfrom a website and
not republished, that compensation be
paid to a complainant for any damage
resulting from the offensive publication
and/or that an apology be given.
In this case the Commissionordered that
all the offensive material be removedand
that a detailed apology, as wordedby the
Commission, be published on the
homepage of the Adelaide Institute.
Although the orders of the Commission
are not enforceable, complaintsunder the
same provisions are now heard by the
Federal Court, which can make orders
binding on the parties.
The views expressed in this article are
the author’s views and not necessarily
those of the firm or its clients.
Michelle Hannah is a Lawyer at the
Sydneyo.ff~ce of Gilbert &Tobln,

Legislation
Note:
Bradman Deserves
More Than
Corporations
Law
Ann Slater

analyses

recent

Corporations

l~

ecently, the Corporations Law
as amended by the Federal
arliament
to prohibit
incorporation of companies using the
surname "Bradman". Bradman, however,
deserves more than an amendmentto the
Corporations Law.
It is a commonmistake, even in the
corridors of power it seems, that the
protection and prohibition of names
begins and ends with the Corporations
Lawand State Business NamesAct.
Whatour Donneeds is formal prolection
under the Trade MarksAct, and through
domainnameregistry practice, to prohibit
the third party registration
of SIR
DONALD BRADMAN, BRADMAN,
THE DON, 99.94 and DON BRADMAN
across all goodsand lines of service.
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Law amendments to protect

It shouldn’t stop there. Whynot protect
other Australian icons such as Sir Gustav
Nossal, DawnFraser, Cathy Freeman,
NovaPeris Kneebone,Ian Thorpe, Keiren
Perkins, Chips Rafferly, Kylie Mioogue,
Errol Flynn, Bananas in Pyjamas, Play
School, Barry Humpltries, WearyDunlop,
Fred Hollows, Sir Robert Helpman and
Albert Namatjira to nameonly a few.
The more appropriate,
but underappreciated,
legislation
for such
protection is the Trade M’arksAct1995.
There are at least four other potentially
better ways to protect these names and
they all fall within the scopeof the Trade
Marks Act. The Trade gfarks Act and
Regulations
provide regulation
regarding:

the Don.
prohibited trade marks;
the registration of domainnamesas
trade marks
defensive registration; and
well-known trade marks

Firstly, legislators can secure the names
of our deceased icons such as Weary
Dunlop and Albert Namatjira
by
amending the Trade Marks Regulations
to include appropriate
names as
prohibited trade marks.
Thecurrent list of prohibited marksunder
Schedule 2 of the Trade MarkRegulations
is:
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AUSTRADE
C.E.S.
OLYMPIC CHAMPION
REPATRIATION
RETURNEDAIRMAN
",ETURNEDSAILOR
RETURNEDSOLDIER

OMSlist nowneeds to be revisited by
Government.
It is possible for living icons to protect
themselvesunder the little used defensive
trade mark regulation provisions of the
Trade Marks Act. A defensive
registration allows an individual or
company
to register its famoustrade mark
for all matters of goods and lines of
,ervice. It is not like normaltrade mark
registration: it is a recognition that the
markis of icon status.
lntema~onal celebrities and companies
are using the Australian defensive
registration route but Australians are
,~roving slow to use the system.
Someof the international icon defensive
registrations are:
RONALDMcDONALD
ESTEE LAUDER
JACK DANIELS
HUGOBOSS
HARLEY-DAVIDSON

However,Australian icons such as those
in the recent Olympic closing parade
(Elle McPherson, Paul Hogan, and Greg
Norman)have not registered their names
or alter egos "The Body", "Crocodile
Dundee" and "The Shark" as defensive
trade marks.
Our corporate legislators and regulators
should take time to understand the value
¯ of intellectual propertyand celebrity, and
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either legislate or research the most
effective ways to protect our national
icons from exploitation. Amendingthe
Corporationslaw is not the most effedtive
solution.
This note was preparedbyAnnSlater, a
Partnerin the intellectual propertygroup
at the Sydney
Office
of
PricewaterhouseCoopersLegal.
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The Communications Law
Bulletin is the journal of the
Communications and Media
Law Association (CAMLA)
which is an independent
organisation whichacts as a
forum for debate and
discussion and welcomesthe
widest range of views. The
views expressed in the
CommunicationsLaw Bulletin
and at CAMLA
functions are
personal views of the
respective authors or speakers.
They are not intended to be
relied uponas, or to take the
place of, legal advice.

Contributions and
Comments
are sought from the members
and non-members of CAMLA,
including features, articles, and
case notes. Suggestions and
commentson the content and
format of the Communications
LawBulletin are also
welcomed.
Contributions in hard copy and
on disk and comments should
be forwarded to:
Niranjan Arasaratnatn
c/- Allen Allen & Hemsley
Level 23 The Chifley Tower
2 Chifley Square
SYDNEY NSW 2000
Tel: +612 9230 4280
Fax." +612 9230 5333
Emaii:
niranjan.arasaratnam
@allens.com.au
or
Shane Barber
c/- PricewaterhouseCoopers
Legal
Level 10, Tower 2
Darling Park
201 Sussex Street
Sydney NSW2000
Tel: +612 82666 787
Fax: +612 82666 999
ema|l:
shane.bad~e~pwclegal.com:u
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Communications
and Media
Law Association
TheCommunications
and MediaLawAssociation (CAMLA)
brings together a wide
range of people interested in law and policy relating to communications
and the
media. CAMLA
includes lawyers, journalists, broadcasters, membersof the
telecommunications
industry, politicians, publishers,academics
andpublic servants.
Issues of interest to CAMLA
members
include:
¯ defamation
¯ contempt
¯ privacy
¯ copyright
¯ advertising
¯ filmlaxv
,,telecommunications¯ freedomof information

¯
¯
¯
¯

broadcasting
censorship
informationtechnology
the Interact &on-lineservices

In order to debate and discuss these issues CAMLA
organises a range of seminars
andlunches featuring speakersprominentin communications
and medialaw policy.
Speakers have included Ministers, Attorneys-General, membersand staff of
communications
regulatory authorities, senior public servants, executivesin the
communications
industry, lawyersin mediaand communications
law, and overseas
experts.
CAMLA
provides a useful wayto establish informal contacts with other people
workingin the businessof communications
andmedia. It is strongly independent,
and includes people with diverse political andprofessional connections.To join
CAMLA,
or to subscribe to the Communications
LawBulletin, completethe form
belowand for~’ard it to CAMLA.
CAMLAWebsite
Visit the CAMLA
website at www.gtlaw.com.au/camla
for information about
CAMLA,
CAMLA
seminars and events, competitions and the Communications
LawBulletin.

To:

The Secretary,
CAMLA,Box 545, Glebe,
Tel/Fax: +61 2 9660 1645

NSW2037

Address:
...........................................................................................................
Telephone:
................................... Fax:
.............................. DX:
........................
Principal
areas
ofinterest:
..................................................................................
hereby apply for the category of membership
ticked below, whichincludes a
Communications
LawBulletin subscription, and enclose a cheque in favour of
CAMLA
for the annual fee indicated:
¯ Ordinarymembership
$95.00(includes subscription to CLB)
¯ Corporate membership
$425.00
(list :namesof individuals,maximum
of 5)
¯ Student membership
$35.00(please provide photocopyof student
card - full time undergraduate
studentsonly)
¯ Subscription without’membership
$95.00
(library subscribersmayobtainextra copiesfor $10.00each)
Signature
............................................................................................................
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